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ABSTRACT
A new ReaxFF reactive force field has been developed to describe reactions in the Ti-O-H
system. The ReaxFF force field parameters have been fitted to a quantum mechanical (QM)
training set containing structures and energies related to bond dissociation energies, angle and
dihedral distortions, and reactions between water and titanium dioxide as well as experimental
crystal structures, heats of formation and bulk modulus data. Model configurations for the
training set were based on DFT calculations on molecular clusters and periodic systems (both
bulk crystals and surfaces). ReaxFF reproduces accurately the QM training set for structures and
energetics of small clusters. ReaxFF also describes the relative energetics for rutile, brookite and
anatase. The results of ReaxFF match reasonably well with those of QM for water binding
energies, surface energies and H2O dissociation energy barriers. To validate this ReaxFF
description, we have compared its performance against DFT/MD simulations for 1 and 3
monolayers of water interacting with a rutile (110) surface. We found agreement within 10%
error between the DFT/MD and ReaxFF water dissociation levels for both coverages.
In addition to this, a new Ti-Cl force field parameter has been developed to describe
reactions in Ti/O/H/Cl materials. The ReaxFF force field parameters are fitted against a quantum
mechanical (QM) training set containing structures and energies related to bond dissociations,
angle and dihedral distortions, and reactions between titanium and chlorine gases as well as heats
of formation of TiClx crystals. These newly developed Ti-Cl force field parameters were
combined with the recently developed Ti-O-H force field. ReaxFF accurately reproduces the QM
training set for structures and energetics of small clusters and TiClx crystals. This force field was
applied to etching simulations for titanium metal and titanium dioxide with chlorine and
hydrogen chloride gases. In the etching simulations, titanium and titanium dioxide slab models
with chlorine and hydrogen chloride gases were used in molecular dynamics simulations. The
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etching ratio between HCl and Cl2 are compared to experimental results and satisfactory results
are obtained, indicating that this ReaxFF extension provides a useful tool for studying the
atomistic-scale details of the etching process.
In addition, simulations of TiO2 (both rutile and anatase) nanoparticles with water,
methanol and formic acid were conducted by combining C parameter with the Ti/O/H parameters
to investigate the characteristic behavior of reactivity to these organic solvents. The force field
was validated by comparing water dissociative adsorption percentage and bond length between
Na and O with DFT and experimental results. In the simulations, 1 nm rutile and anatase
nanoparticles with water, methanol and formic acid were used, respectively. The numbers of
attached hydroxyl with time and nanoparticles distortion levels are presented. We found that the
rutile nanoparticle is more reactive than the anatase nanoparticle and that formic acid distorts
nanoparticles more than water and methanol.
By adding Ca parameters with the previously developed Ti/O/H/Cl force field, simulations
of TiO2 nanocrystalline surfaces in aqueous solutions with Ca and Cl ions were conducted.
Before that, the force field was validated by comparing bond length between Ca and O with
experimental results [9]. The energetic and structures of hydrated ions was investigated. The
numbers of OH and Ca ions attached to the surfaces with respect to time were tracked. Also, the
mechanism of ion adsorption caused by proton-induced charge transfer and Ca ions diffusion
behavior was analyzed. In addition to these, the ion adsorption characteristic behaviors of 5
different specific faces for anatase and rutile were evaluated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Titanium dioxides exist in various forms which, in order of abundance, are rutile, anatase,
brookite and other rare phases. Rutile and anatase have been widely used in industry over the last
four decades. Owing to the large dielectric constant and refractive index, rutile is commonly used
in electronic devices such as thin film capacitors, for the fabrication of antireflection coatings,
interference filters, optical waveguides, as well as gas sensors. In addition to these applications, it
is used as white pigment and opacifier to make use of its high reflectivity across the visible
spectrum. On the other hand, anatase is frequently used as photocatalyst due to its high
photoreactivity for both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis[10, 11]. TiO2 has been found
to be suitable as a semiconductor in electrodes for photoelectrochemical processes such as
conversion of sunlight to chemical fuel through the photocatalytic splitting of water and
conversion of sunlight into electricity in the dye-sensitized solar cells[12, 13]. Surface chemical
reactions of TiO2 play decisive roles in catalysis and photoconduction reactions. Therefore,
understanding the surface chemistry of the TiO2–H2O system is essential.
The TiO2-water system has been intensively studied. In 1996, Henderson[14, 15]
investigated the interaction of water with the (100) and (110) crystal faces of rutile by using highresolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) and temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD). The results indicated that the (100) surface of rutile is more active for water dissociation
(under UHV condition) than 110 face. This is the result of the proximity of acidic and basic sites
on the (100) face causing weakened H-bonding between OH and H. This paper suggests that the
rutile (110) surface can be active for water dissociation if structural defects exist. Hugenschmidt
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et al.[16] and Brinkley et al.[17] also claimed that H2O is adsorbed mainly in the associated state
and dissociation occurs at defect regions. Uetsuka et al.[18] found that formic acid is
dissociatively adsorbed on the (111) surface of rutile TiO2 when argon ion sputtered and vacuum
annealed at 970 K. Shen and Henderson[19] suggests role of water in methanol photochemistry
on rutile TiO2 (110) surface.
Goniakowski and Gillan[20] performed first principles calculations of H2O adsorption on
the TiO2 (110) surface. Vogtenhuber et al.[21], Casarin et al.[22], and Stefanovich et al.[23], also
studied H2O adsorption on the TiO2 (110) surface using density functional theory. Lindan et
al.[24], Zhang and Lindan[25], and Langel[26] conducted first principles molecular dynamics
calculations on the TiO2-H2O system. Despite much research, the understanding of H2O on the
TiO2 (110) surface is not clear. For example, Liu et al. performed DFT simulations of the rutile
(110) surface with a monolayer of H2O and claim that no dissociation occurs in contrast to
previous results suggesting that both associative and dissociative adsorption of H2O occurs (i.e.,
Ti-OH and Ti-(OH)-Ti). Dissociative adsorption of H2O on other phases and faces have been
investigated as well. For example, Tilocca and Selloni4 implemented DFT calculations on a
reaction pathway and energy barrier for water dissociation on the (101) surface of TiO2 anatase.
The free energy profile along a dissociation path was determined using first principles CarParrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulations. They estimated a free energy barrier of
dissociation to be ~10 kJ/mol.
Bandura and Kubicki[27] developed force field parameters for the system of rutile (110) to
model TiO2 – H2O interfaces from DFT calculations. They showed that the derived force field
correctly predicts geometry and energy of the interactions for rutile-water system. This force field
was used by Predota et al.[28, 29] and Mamontov et al.[30] to conduct simulations on the surface
protonation at the rutile (110) interface. The detailed solvation structure at the (110) surface of
rutile in contact with liquid water was obtained primarily from classical molecular dynamics
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(CMD) simulations of the DFT- optimized surface in contact with water. Water was modeled
using the rigid, non-dissociative and non-polarizable SPC/E model[31] and the dissolved ions as
charged Lennard-Jones spheres. CMD simulations of water on rutile and anatase surfaces were
also used to help interpret quasi-elastic neutron scattering data[30].
Although these simulations provided accurate structural and dynamical pictures of the
TiO2-water interface compared to experiments[25], a dissociable model for water in CMD
simulation is needed for a more accurate description of H-bond configurations, as well as for the
study of the dynamics of proton exchange at the interface. Barnard et al.[32] showed that the
morphology of TiO2 nanoparticles is affected by the presence of water, and the passivation of
nanocrystal surfaces with water is necessary to accurately predict the correct size dependence of
the anatase to rutile phase transition by using DFT. Posternak et al.[33] demonstrated that undercoordinated Ti atoms on ridge edges of anatase have a particularly strong reactivity and proposed
that they play a major role in the high chemical activity of TiO2 nanosystems.
Farah et al.[34] classified reactive molecular dynamics into two approaches. One is a
method that uses reaction cutoff distances. The other class of RMD implementations uses
empirical reactive force fields parameterized with quantum chemical calculations or experimental
data such as RMDff[35] or ARMD[36]. Reactive force fields can be found in the form of manybody interactions such as the Stillinger and Weber potentials[37] or in the form of many-body
bond order potentials such as the Abell-Tersoff-Brenner force fields[38-40] or ReaxFF[41]. As
mentioned above, DFT can and has been used to examine TiO2-H2O systems; however, the
computational cost of DFT MD simulations limits the number atoms in the system and the time
duration of the simulations. Reactive force fields are useful in this regard because they can handle
larger size systems for longer simulation times while maintaining accuracy similar to DFT
calculations.
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The purpose of the current work is to provide a ReaxFF force field for larger spatial and
temporal scale simulations of TiO2–H2O system with reactivity compared to DFT, which was
lacking in previous force fields. Through this study, the new reactive force field will provide
structural information of the TiO2 surfaces atoms and their interaction towards water and
adsorbates in the interface region and for simulations of nano-sized particles. The Ti/O/H reactive
force field is not restricted to describe TiO2-H2O system. The developed Ti/O/H force field has
been used to investigate the interaction between TiO2 nanoparticles and methanol and formic
acid[42]. Also, the developed force field has been utilized to model glycine adsorption on
titania[43] and can be expanded to more complex systems. In addition to these, the force field
was used for titanium metal/titanium dioxide etching and ion adsorption on TiO2 surfaces.

1.1 Titanium metal/ titanium dioxide with chlorine and hydrogen chloride gases
TiO2 based materials attract substantial attention for the usage as a semiconductor in
electrodes for photoelectrochemical processes such as conversion of sunlight to chemical fuel
through the photocatalytic splitting of water and conversion of sunlight into electricity in the dyesensitized solar cells [12, 13]. Among the manufacturing processes of semiconductors, etching
plays a critical role because it affects the quality of semiconductor significantly. Therefore,
controlling etching process and understanding etching mechanism is essential for the making
superior quality of semiconductor.
Semiconductor etching studies have been done intensively so far. Wang et al.[44] found
that selective etching phenomena occurred on anatase (001) suface by HF using DFT method.
Norasetthekul et al.[45] conducted plasma etching on the TiO2 thin films by SF6/Ar and Cl2/Ar
and discovered that etch rates are much higher than simple Ar sputtering. Fracassi et al.[46] found
that fluorine atoms act by making titanium atoms more reactive toward chlorine gases in
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fluorinated and chlorinated gases mixture. Parker et al.[47] conducted Inductively Coupled
plasma etching on titanium and TiO2 found that bulk titanium etch rates is in excess of
2  m min . Jang et al.[48] proved that fabrication of MEMS devices by using HF gas etching
with alcoholic vapor is very effective method. Bright and Readey[49] studied the dissolution
kinetics of TiO2 powder in HF-HCl solutions and obtained the result that the rate of dissolution is
proportion to [HF] independent of [H] and [Cl]. Bernards et al.[50] studied about characterization
of Sol-Gel TiO2 films by etching. Powell et al.[51] suggest the possibility of using titanium and
titanium dioxide as a mask for silicon etching. Chaudary et al.[52] implemented silicon etching
by H2-He-CH4 plasma and got etching rate of 280 Ȧ/min. Taguchi et al.[53] found that new
crystal surface can be formed by treatment with HF solution or surfuric acid. Although significant
experimental researches have been performed regarding etching, many things remain to be solved.
Also, no DFT studies are conducted describing the dynamics of surface etching because huge
computational cost limits atom numbers and time duration. Here, ReaxFF (see Chapter 2 of this
thesis) will be useful because classical simulations can be practical for larger systems with
accuracy similar to DFT. The purpose of the current work is to provide a ReaxFF reactive force
field enabling larger spatial and temporal scale simulations of Ti/TiO2 with Cl2/HCl system,
respectively and the results of simulations by using newly developed force field are shown.

1.2 Nanoparticles with organic solvents
To understand the reactivity of these TiO2 nanoparticles, interactions of water, methanol
and other organic molecules with anatase and rutile surfaces have been intensively studied.
Formic acid is of particular interest because it is the simplest organic acid. Investigations on rutile
(110) have shown dissociative adsorption, with formate (HCOO-) adsorbing in bidentate bridging
configurations[54-58]. In contrast, work on anatase surfaces is limited and conclusive results have
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not been achieved yet[54, 59, 60]. Some experimental studies employing temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) measurements on anatase powders proved that formic acid can be
adsorb via associative (i.e., molecular) or dissociative mechanisms.[61] For example, Popova et
al.[59] studied the adsorption of formic acid on anatase TiO2 and reported various formate
adsorption geometries by using in situ fast Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and
Vittadini et al.[62] investigated adsorption of formic acid on clean and hydrated anatase (101)
surface using DFT calculations. They found that molecular adsorption is favored on the clean
surface, while dissociative adsorption is dominant on the hydrated surface, which is inconsistent
with experimental results indicating that dissociated formic acid is stable on anatase particles.[63]
Tanner et al.[54] studied formic acid adsorption on the TiO2 anatase (001) surface using
atomic resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and non-contact atomic force
microscopy (NC-AFM) and proposed that dissociative adsorption occurs at the ridges. Recently,
Wang et al.[64] compared the adsorption of acetic acid, water, and methanol on anatase TiO2
colloidal nanoparticles by using sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy and
found that water and methanol have similar adsorption behavior, while acetic acid (CH3COOH)
can irreversibly replace dissociated water and methanol. Panayotov et al.[65] found that methanol
adsorbs through a dissociative pathway on the surface of 4 nm rutile nanoparticles to produce
surface methoxy and hydroxyl groups by using FTIR spectroscopy.
Tilocca and Selloni[66] studied the adsorption and reactivity of methanol on TiO2 anatase
(101) surfaces through first-principles total energy calculations and Car-Parrinello molecular
dynamics simulations. Their results indicated that molecular adsorption is favored on the anatase
surface, if defects or surface hydroxyls do not exist. Liu et al.[67] have performed first principles
calculations to study the methanol adsorption on clean and hydroxylated TiO2 (100) surface with
bridging hydroxyl and terminal hydroxyl groups and they found terminal hydroxyl groups play a
role as proton channels on the surface. The reactions between TiO2 and water have been
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intensively studied. Whether TiO2 surfaces are covered by –OH groups or not is important
because it can affect the surface chemistry of TiO2 dramatically. It is understood that factors such
as phase components, surface orientation, surface reconstruction and defects, and water coverage
will have a critical impact on the nature of the H2O–TiO2 interactions.[68]
Much work has been done on the interaction of H2O with several rutile and anatase TiO2
surfaces. The rutile (110) surface is most common surface for TiO2. Over the last decades, a large
number of experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out on this surface.[69-71]
Experimental studies[14-17, 72-74] show that water does not dissociate over defect free rutile
(110) at low water coverage regime. However, there is still controversy regarding whether water
can dissociate over rutile (110) when multiple layers of water are present because the calculated
energy differences between molecular and dissociative adsorption are relatively small.[5, 75]
Compared to rutile, the interaction of water with anatase surfaces has been studied less
extensively, though anatase has a higher reactivity in photocatalytic applications. Since the
anatase (101) has lowest surface formation energy, its reaction with water has been the subject of
several studies.[69, 76] Selloni et al.[77] reported that water is absorbed in the associated state.
This was supported by a dynamic simulation at 450K.[60] This observation was later confirmed
by TPD (Temperature Programmed Desorption) and XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy)
experiments,[78] which found that the water on anatase (101) is adsorbed in molecular state. For
anatase (001) surface, because all surface species (Ti5c and O2c) are undercoordinated, it has a
much larger surface energy[79] and higher reactivity than anatase (101). When water adsorbs to
the surface, all theoretical results[60, 77, 80, 81] support dissociative adsorption at low water
coverage regimes.
Although significant experimental research has been performed regarding reaction between
TiO2 nanoparticles and organic solvents, many things remain to be solved. Also, as is mentioned
before, DFT can discover and solve some issues. However, the substantial computational cost of
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DFT limits atom numbers and time duration for nanoparticle simulations. For this reason, we are
employing a recently developed ReaxFF TiO2 force field[3] in this study. ReaxFF can handle
much bigger size of simulations while maintaining an accuracy similar to DFT.
The purpose of the current work is to simulate interactions between TiO2 nanoparticles and
water, methanol and formic acid by using a ReaxFF reactive force field enabling larger spatial
and temporal scale simulations. This will allow for larger spatial scale, longer temporal scale and
more realistic exploration of phase space compared to DFT calculations while allowing for
chemical reactions to occur in the system. The ultimate goals are to contrast differences in
nanoparticle and bulk interfaces with solutions, predict the surface chemistry of nanoparticles and
model the nucleation process.

1.3 Ion adsorption on nanocrystalline TiO2 surfaces
The chemical and electrostatic interactions at mineral-water interfaces are of fundamental
importance in many geochemical, materials science, and technological processes. [82, 83]. The
termination of bulk crystal structure at mineral surfaces gives rise to the reactivity of surface
atoms toward water. One of the most common effects of this reactivity is the protonation of
surface atoms, which results in mineral surfaces getting charge from the bulk solution[83]. Recent
studies [84-86] suggest that the atomic structure of surface atoms of nanoparticles differ relative
to larger particles, which links to the possibility that the reactivity of nanoparticles toward water
and the development of a pH dependent surface charge can be different than bulk-phases. The
surface structure of nanoparticles may be the same as macroscopic particles if the coordination of
surface oxygen atoms remains same. However, if the ratio of surface atoms relative to the atoms
contained in the bulk particle is substantial, the coordination geometry of the surface oxygen
atoms is modified, especially when the diameter is less than 20nm. Banfield et al.[84] predict that
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surface site energy may be minimized by changing hydration, protonation, surface reconstruction
because nanoparticles have higher total energy. Rajh[87, 88] and Luca[89] suggest that the Ti-O
coordination in anatase (TiO2) changes with particle size at less than 2nm diameter. Titanium
atoms in anatase normally have 6-fold coordination. However, when it becomes very small
particle, the Ti-atoms might have 4-5 fold coordination and the bonds between Ti and O can
contract[87-89]. If the surface characteristics and geometry indeed changes with respect to
particle size, this cause different surface charging behavior and tendency to adsorb ions compared
to macroscopic particles.

I = 0.01 m
3 nm
20 nm
40 nm

Excess / deficit Micromol H + / m2

2

1

0

-1
-4

-2

0
pH-pHznpc

2

4

6

Figure 1-1. Titration curves for three anatase samples, from 3-40 nm diameter.Curves have been
recast relative to respective pHznpc values. Titration conditions: 0.01m ionic strength, NaCl
media, 25˚C[82]

Figure 1-1 shows that particle size effect on proton-induced surface charge and
accompanying ion adsorption phenomena. Titration results of a suite of anatase (TiO2) particles
from 3 to 40 nm diameter have shown that the development of positive surface charge was
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enhanced for larger anatase nanoparticles ( >20 nm) over 3 nm diameter particles in NaCl
solutions. Moreover, for 3 nm diameter anatase case, Na+ ions interact more strongly with the
surface over Cl- ions. This behavior is ascribed to inner-sphere adsorption of cations to the
anatase surface. Ridley et al.[82] also found that proton induced surface charge curves of
nanocrystalline anatase is very similar to those of larger rutile crystallites when expressed relative
to their respective point of zero net proton charge (pHznpc) values. The inner-sphere versus
outer-sphere adsorption of ions, on the surface of anatase and rutile may be caused by the high
dielectric constant of the TiO2 phases, which is very important property in electric devices[90].
Penn and Banfield [91] claimed that aggregation of nanoparticles can be important for crystal
growth, and the adsorption of ions should affect nanoparticle aggregation. Machesky et al. [92]
reported macroscopic net proton charging curves for powdered rutile and cassiterite specimens
with the (110) crystal face predominant, as a function of pH in RbCl and NaCl solutions and
compared to corresponding molecular-level information obtained from static DFT optimizations
and classical MD simulations, as well as synchrotron X-ray methods. They found that the
similarities and differences in the macroscopic charging behavior of rutile and cassiterite largely
reflect the cation binding modes observed at the molecular level. Machesky et al. [93] also
investigated on surface protonation on rutile (110) and demonstrated the importance of H-bond
structure in dictating surface protonation behavior. Megyes et al.[94] implemented ab initio
calculations and X-ray diffraction experiments to study the structure of solutions of calcium
chloride in water and methanol. It was found that in 1 M solutions the Ca2+ ion is surrounded by
eight (five to ten) water and six (four to seven) methanol molecules, respectively. Todorova et
al.[95] used Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) to investigate the structural properties
of 1 and 2 molal (m) CaCl2 aqueous solutions and, in particular, the radial distribution functions,
coordination numbers, and dipole moments of water molecules in the first solvation shell.
According to these simulations, the first solvation shell of the Ca 2+ ion consists of six water
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molecules, that are characterized by an increased averaged dipole moment compared to that of
bulk water, and a first-shell Ca-O radial distribution function peak at 2.39 Å . The results are
compared to those of CPMD simulations of Ca2+ (no counter ions), and no significant differences
are found. Many studies [85, 87-89] addressed specific aspects of nanoparticle reactivity like
atomic structural variations of nanoparticles, redox properties and the influence of edge sites on
surface charge. Despite this wealth of studies on nanoparticle reactivity, much remains to be
understood about the surface reactivity of nanoparticles and specifically the size dependent solidsolution properties of these nanoparticles. Also, the characteristic behavior of the protonation and
accompanying ion adsorption could be different depending on the faces. Therefore, there is clear
need to gain insight about size and face dependent surface solution properties of nanocrystalline
metal-oxide phases and ion adsorption mechanism. In the research presented here, we have used
ReaxFF-based MD-methods to study the adsorption of Ca2+ to different TiO2 surfaces.
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Chapter 2
The ReaxFF Reactive force field

2.1 The ReaxFF, Reactive Force Field Method
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed by using ReaxFF reactive force field[41].
The ReaxFF force field was developed to bridge the gap between quantum chemical (QC) and
empirical force field (EFF) based computational chemical methods. (Figure 2-1)
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Figure 2-1. Position of ReaxFF in the computational chemical hierarchy
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While QC methods are applicable to all the chemical systems, its expensive computational
cost limits its capability. On the other hand, ReaxFF allows us to model large systems (up to 4000
atoms on a single processor, > 106 atoms on a parallel environment) at a low computational cost
while still maintaining close to quantum mechanical (QM) accuracy. Whereas traditional force
fields are unable to model chemical reactions because of the requirement of breaking and forming
bonds, ReaxFF avoids explicit bonds in favor of bond orders, which allows for continuous bond
formation/breaking. ReaxFF aims to be as general as possible and has been parameterized and
tested for, amongst others, hydrocarbon reactions[41], transition-metal-catalyzed nanotube
formation[96], and high- energy materials[97]. The parameters used within this force field are
developed by fitting against experimental and QM calculations.

In the ReaxFF method, the forces are derived from a general energy expression

Esystem  Ebond  Eover  Eunder  Elp  Eval  EvdWaals  Ecoulomb

(2.1)

The partial contributions in Eq. (2.1) include bond energies ( Ebond ), energy contributions to
penalize over-coordination and (optionally) stabilize under-coordination of atoms ( Eover and

Eunder ), lone-pair energies ( Elp ), valence angle energies ( Eval ) and terms to handle non-bonded
Coulomb ( Ecoulomb ) and van der Waals ( EvdWaals ) interaction energies. All terms except the last
two include bond-order dependence and depend on the local environment of each atom. The
bond-orders are given by a general relationship between bond-order and inter-atomic distance.
The bond-order expression includes a set of parameters that are adjusted to fit, e.g., the volume–
energy relations (equations of state or EOS) for crystals with four, six and eight coordination. The
bond-order is then calculated directly from the instantaneous inter-atomic distances, which are
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continuously updated during dynamics. The Coulomb energy ( Ecoulomb ) of the system is
calculated using a geometry dependent charge distribution determined using the electronegativity
equalization method (EEM)[98], in which individual atomic charges vary in time. This feature
allows ReaxFF to describe charge transfer in chemical reactions. All other non-bonded
interactions (short-range Pauli repulsion and long-range dispersion) are included in the van der
Waals term ( EvdWaals ). The non bond-order dependent terms ( Ecoulomb and EvdWaals ) are screened
by a taper function and shielded to avoid excessive repulsion at short distances. For a more
detailed description of the ReaxFF method, see van Duin et al.[99] and Chenoweth et al.[100].
The Ti-O-H force field presented in this thesis has the same O/H parameters as recently published
ReaxFF descriptions for Zn/O/H [101], Fe/O/H[102], and Si/O/H[103] and proteins[104] making
it straightforward to integrate these potentials.

2.1.1 Energy description of ReaxFF
Bond order and Bond Energy (

ReaxFF assumes that bond order is a function of inter atomic distance between two atoms
and is obtained using equation (2.2). When it comes to bond orders, ReaxFF distinguishes
between contributions from sigma bond, pi bond and double pi bond.

,i =1 to 6 are force field parameters and are optimized against experimental and quantum

data. The first term of the equation is sigma bond, the second term corresponds to first pi bond
and third term refers to second pi bond. From this uncorrected bond order, uncorrected over
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coordination is calculated for each atom which is further used in getting the corrected bond order,
. The corrected bond orders are used for calculating bond energy which is given by equation

(2.3).
(2.3)

where,

,

,

,

are force field parameters

Lone Pair Energy (

Lone pair is the difference between the total number of electrons in outer shell and the
sum of bond orders around the atomic center. The lone pair energy penalty is given by

(2.4)

Where

is the number of lone pairs and

Valence Angle Energy (

is the force field parameter.

)

Bond order dependent form is utilized for calculating valence angle energy. The
equilibrium angle Θ0 for Θikj used in equation (2.5) depends on the sum of Π-bond orders around
the central atom j Valence angle energy can be expressed by
(2.5)
The exact functional forms of

force field parameters.

and

can be found in ref [100] where

and

are
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Torsion Angle Energy (

)

Torsion angle energy term is dependent on bond order like bond and angle energy term. It
disappears when BO approaches to 0. The torsion angle energy term is expressed as follows.

(2.6)
Van der Waals Interaction Energy (

)

To account for van der Waals interactions, distance-corrected Morse potential is chosen.
By considering the shielded interaction, excessively high repulsions between bonded atoms and
atoms sharing a valence angle are avoided.

(2.7)

Where Tap is a taper term which eschews discontinuities when charged species move in and out
of the non-bonded cutoff radius.

(2.8)

Coulomb Interaction Energy (

)

Coulomb interactions are calculated for each pair of atoms. A shielded Coulombpotential is used to adjust orbital overlap between atoms at close distance. The Electron
Equilibrium Method (EEM)[105] is used for the calculation of atomic charges.
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(2.9)
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Chapter 3
ReaxFF Reactive Force Field Development

3.1 Titanium dioxide/ water systems

3.1.1 Fitting the ReaxFF parameters for Ti-O-H systems
In the current study, we have optimized the force-field parameters for TiO2 - water
systems. The training set is a collection of results (energies, geometries, charges etc.) derived
from quantum-mechanical (QM) calculations. For the EOS, an all-electron linear combination of
atomic orbital (LCAO) and pseudopotential plane wave (PW) along with a triple valance all
electron (TVAE) basis set was used. The Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [106, 107]
was used with an energy cutoff of 450 eV and PBE exchange and correlation functional[108].
2  2  1 k-points were used and pseudopotentials with electrons from Ti 3p,4s,3d orbitals used to
describe between ion-ion (Ewald), electron-electron (Hartree) and ion-electron interactions. The
data points of EOS were chosen to give adequate descriptions of the volume–energy relations for
8 TiO2 polymorphs (anatase, rutile, brookite, columbite, baddeleyite, pyrite, fluorite and
cotunnite)6. Because QM results predict that anatase has a lower energy than rutile, the cohesive
energy differences of the most common phases (anatase, rutile and brookite) were taken from
experiment[109] whereas QM values are used for other properties. Each phase has approximately
10 data points with an increment of about 2% between points. Note that the other 5 high-pressure
phases were not weighted significantly because these are rare phases and do not make a
difference in the final result although agreement between DFT and VASP is accurate and reliable.
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For the calculation, the unit cell of each phase was expanded or contracted in the ReaxFF
calculation to match the corresponding geometry used in the QM calculation.
To calculate H2O binding energies, the results were selected from DFT calculations carried
out by Gong and Selloni[1]. Three adsorption geometries of an anatase facet with a single H2O
molecule were considered. The anatase (101) surface was modeled as a periodic slab with 6
layers of oxide, with a vacuum between slabs of ~10 Å . The anatase (112) and (100) surfaces
were modeled using slabs with 4 layers of oxides. For the surface energies, the results of 2 rutile
and 3 anatase facets from Hummer et al.[2] were used. Anatase structures were modeled with a
supercell containing 3  3 1 unit cells and 108 atoms and rutile was modeled with supercells
having 2  2  3 unit cells and 72 atoms. The energy of each intermediate configuration during the
water dissociation pathway on the anatase (101) surface was also included in the training set 4. A
surface oxygen vacancy was modeled as well, so that the net composition of the supercell is
Ti24O47. The point defect was made by removing a bridging oxygen atom from the top layer. In
addition, the adsorption energy of single water molecule on the rutile (110) face with 3 different
types of adsorption structures was included in the training set.
The minimum-energy structures of 150 gas-phase titanium hydroxide clusters were also
used to fit the ReaxFF parameters. More detailed explanations about these clusters can be found
in section 3.1.2.5. A fitting procedure to modify the ReaxFF parameters to reproduce DFTcalculated energies and structures was implemented based on the parameters of interest. The
optimized parameters are the bond parameters for Ti–Ti, Ti–O and the valence angle parameters
for Ti–O–Ti, O–Ti–O, Ti–O–H. A successive one-parameter search technique was used to
minimize the sum-of-squares error function. The orders of fitted parameters are as follows. Atom,
Bond, Off-diagonal, Valence angle, and Torsion angle, respectively.
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  xi ,qm  xi ,Re axFF  
Error 


i 

i


2

n

(2)

where xi ,qm is a QM value, xi ,Re axFF is a ReaxFF calculated value, and  i is a weight
assigned to data point i . A total of 37 parameters (Table 3-1) were fitted to a training set
containing 250 data points using a successive single-parameter search method, using multiple
cycles to account for parameter correlation[41]. The results of the optimizations and comparisons
between the reference (QM) results and the model results (ReaxFF) is presented. These force
field parameters were added to a training set in a format that can be used with the LAMMPS
parallel MD simulation software[110] in the supplementary material.
Table 3-1. The fitted parameters optimized in this Ti-O-H force field development study
Atom parameter (Ti-parameters)
EEM electro
Valence angle
EEM shielding (gammaEEM)

negativity

EEM hardness (etaEEM)
energy (vval)

(chiEEm)
Bond parameter (Ti-O parameters)
Sigma-bond

Bond
Pi-bond dissociation

dissociation

energy
energy (Edis2)

energy (Edis1)
Sigma bond order

(pbo1)

(pbo2)

Pi bond

Pi bond

energy

order

order

(pbe2)

(pbo3)

(pbo4)

penalty (kov)
(pbe1)

Sigma bond order

Bond
Overcoordination

Off diagonal parameter (Ti-H, Ti-O)
vdWaals
dissociation
energy (Ediss)

vdWalls
vdWaals radius(Rvdw)

Sigma bond covalent

Pi bond covalent radius

radius(cov. r)

(cov. r2)

parameter
(alfa)

Valence angle parameter (O-Ti-O, Ti-O-Ti, and Ti-O-H)
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180 – (equilibrium

1st force

angle) (Thetao)

constant(ka)

2nd force
constant
(kb)

Under
Energy/bond order(pv3)
coordination(pv2)

The conjugate gradient method was used for the energy minimizations and the NVE
ensemble was chosen for the MD calculations. For the 1 ML case, simulations were run for 37.5
picoseconds, whereas the 3ML case was run for 12.5 picoseconds to be consistent with DFT
value. The time step was 0.25 femtosecond for both cases. A temperature of 300K was used for
every MD simulation.
The O/H ReaxFF parameters used in this study were trained against a substantial DFTbased training set containing, amongst others, water binding energy for clusters containing 2-35
water molecules, bond dissociation energies in H2O, O2 and H2, concerted proton transfer barriers
in [H2O]x clusters (x=2-6), proton transfer reactions in OH-/H2O and H3O+/H2O clusters, H-O-H
and H-O-OH angular distortions, H2O monomer and dimer vibrational frequencies and equations
of state for various ice-crystals. These O/H parameters have been previously used to study a
number

of

water/oxide

interfaces,

including

water/ZnO[101,

111],

water/FeOx[102],

water/SiO2[103], water/CuOx[112] and water/Al-metal surfaces[113]. For more elaborate
description of the ReaxFF method we refer to the recent review of Russo et al.[114] and
references cited therein.

3.1.2 Reactive force field development
In this section, the fitted physical values are presented. We compare the ReaxFF and DFT
results for equations-of-state, water binding energies, surface formation energies, reaction
pathways, and cluster energies and structures.
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3.1.2.1 Equation-of-state and bulk moduli
Table 3-2 shows titanium metal polymorph energy differences and cohesive energy for Ti
(hcp). The hcp structure is the most stable among the Ti polymorphs and the difference between
ReaxFF and QM lies within 5 kcal/mol for cohesive energy and other energy differences between
the structures.

Table 3-2. Titanium metal polymorph energy differences and cohesive energy (kcal/mol).
hcp – bcc

hcp - fcc

hcp – a15

hcp – sc

hcp – diamond

Cohesive energy

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

0.21

-1.34

-1.86

-2.65

-4.49

-4.78

-23.33

-19.39

-54.58

-58.35

-115.00

-113.05

Figure 3-1 shows the equations of state of Ti metal and TiO2 phases as predicted by
ReaxFF and QM. As is seen in the figure, for the EOS of titanium metal, ReaxFF reasonably
estimates the energy values. For the EOS of TiO2 polymorphs, ReaxFF correctly predicts that
rutile is the most stable followed by brookite and anatase, which is consistent with experimental
results. Although rutile is correctly predicted to be the lower energy phase, the calculated energy
difference between rutile and anatase is approximately 1.3 kcal/mol, whereas the observed phase
transition enthalpy difference is 0.4 ± 0.1 kcal/mol. This is so small that it is not surprising that
DFT does not reproduce the energy difference accurately. Recently, Dompablo et al.[115] have
used DFT calculations including an on-site Coulomb self-interaction potential (DFT+U) to obtain
the correct phase stability of anatase versus rutile, and these values range from 0.7 to 3 kcal/mol.
Larger discrepancies up to 9 kcal/mol exist for the high-pressure phases (baddeleyite, fluorite and
cotunnite) as is shown in Figure 3-3. The main reasons for these discrepancies come from the fact
that ReaxFF fails to match QM-calculated valence angles. Furthermore, ReaxFF overestimates
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the lattice parameters as shown in Table 3-3, especially for the high-pressure phases such as
fluorite and cotunnite. In addition, the zero-pressure volume of anatase appears to be significantly
higher in ReaxFF than QM, but DFT underestimates this volume compared to experiment while
ReaxFF overestimates it. Table 3-3 presents optimized lattice structural parameters of TiO2
polymorphs. QM, experiment, and ReaxFF results are shown for each phase. As is indicated in
the table, overall the fitted ReaxFF results match well with experimental or QM results, with
maximum deviation of 1.5% for the three most stable TiO2 polymorphs. Note that ReaxFF tends
to overestimate the lattice parameters, especially in high-pressure phases.
Ti (fcc) Equation of State
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Figure 3-1. The equation of state for the Titanium (fcc) metal (a) and titanium dioxide polymorphs for one TiO2
formula unit: ReaxFF (b) QM (cohesive energy differences), Expt. (energy differences between neighboring
points at each phases) (c) and Comparison between ReaxFF and DFT for the rutile, anatase and brookite phases
(d).
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Figure 3-2. The bulk moduli of rutile (Expt = 230 GPa3), anatase (Expt = 178±1 GPa[6]) and
brookite (Expt = 255 GPa[7]) as calculated with DFT (Muscat et al.[8], 2004 for rutile and
anatase); Beltran et al.[10], 2006 (for brookite ) and ReaxFF (this work).
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Figure 3-3. Energy differences between the structures (reference: rutile)

Table 3-3. The optimized structural parameters (lengths in Å and angles in degrees) of TiO2
polymorphs from DFT methods, experimental, ReaxFF results. Numbers in parentheses indicate the
percent deviation from experiment.6 [8]
Method

a

b

β

c
Rutile

PW-LDA SC

4.555

(-0.70)

4.555

(-0.70)

2.922

(-1.08)

90

PW-LDA LC

4.536

(-1.11)

4.536

(-1.11)

2.915

(-1.32)

90

PW-GGA LC

4.624

(0.81)

4.624

(0.81)

2.992

(1.29)

90

LCAO-HF LC

4.555

(-0.70)

4.555

(-0.70)

2.998

(1.49)

90

LCAO-HF AE

4.560

(-0.59)

4.560

(-0.59)

3.022

(2.30)

90

LCAO-LDA AE

4.529

(-1.26)

4.529

(-1.26)

2.942

(-0.41)

90

Expt.

4.587

ReaxFF

4.656

4.587
(1.50)

4.656

2.954
(1.50)

90

2.998

(1.014)

90

Anatase
PW – LDA SC

3.744

(-1.00)

3.744

(-1.00)

9.497

(-0.05)

90

PW – LDA LC

3.781

(-0.03)

3.781

(-0.03)

9.793

(3.06)

90

LCAO –HF LC

3.763

(-0.50)

3.763

(-0.50)

9.851

(3.67)

90

Expt.

3.782

3.782

9.502

90
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ReaxFF

3.801

(0.50)

3.801

(0.50)

9.550

(0.50)

90

5.197

(1.01)

90

Brookite
B3LYP

9.276

Expt.

9.184

ReaxFF

9.252

(1.00)

5.502

(1.00)

5.447
(0.74)

5.487

5.145
(0.73)

90

5.183

(0.74)

90

Columbite
HF

4.553

(0.264)

5.468

(-0.455)

4.932

(0.53)

90

LDA

4.528

(-0.287)

5.438

(-1.00)

4.954

(0.978)

90

Expt.

4.541

ReaxFF

4.608

5.493
(1.475)

5.574

4.906
(1.475)

90

4.978

(1.467)

90

Baddeleyite
HF

4.691

(1.10)

4.820

(1.261)

4.851

(0.852)

98.38

LDA

4.790

(3.23)

4.915

(3.256)

4.924

(2.370)

99.97

Expt.

4.64

ReaxFF

4.590

4.76
(-1.08)

4.81

4.892

(2.773)

4.835

99.2
(0.519)

99.2

Pyrite
HF

4.860

ReaxFF

4.951

4.860
(1.872)

4.951

4.860
(1.872)

Fluorite

4.951

90
(1.872)

90

28
HF

4.794

ReaxFF

4.904

4.794
(2.295)

4.904

4.794
(2.295)

90

4.904

(2.295)

90

5.884

(-1.38)

90

Cotunnite
HF

5.406

Expt.

5.163

ReaxFF

5.335

(4.70)

2.966

(-0.77)

2.989
(3.331)

3.088

5.966
(3.312)

6.165

90
(3.336)

90

The bulk modulus of a substance measures its resistance to uniform compression. Based on
the EOS (Figure 3-1), bulk moduli were fitted against these results by using the Rose equation-ofstate[116] for the three most important phases. As is shown in Figure 3-2, ReaxFF results
reproduce the experimental values within 17% error. Depending on the DFT or experimental
methods, the bulk moduli vary within those values. Considering that, a 17% discrepancy is
reasonable. Also, the trend from DFT results is also reproduced by ReaxFF as rutile has highest
value followed by brookite and anatase. This can be understood by considering the atomic
structure of these phases. In other words, the atoms for rutile are packed in unit cell more densely
compared to anatase and brookite, which is responsible for the higher zero-pressure density of
rutile.

3.1.2.2 Surface formation & water binding energy
Figure 3-4 shows surface energies of 5 different faces, 3 for anatase and 2 for rutile.
ReaxFF agreement with DFT is as good as the agreement between DFT calculations from
different authors. As is shown above, anatase (101) has the lowest value among the anatase
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surfaces and rutile (110) has the lower value compared to rutile (101), which makes sense
because the most common faces are (101) for anatase and (110) for rutile. The discrepancy
between ReaxFF and Hummer et al. reaches up to 57%. Interestingly, ReaxFF overestimates the
surface formation energy for anatase, while underestimating it for rutile.
Table 3-4 shows bond distances in the top trilayer of atoms on the five faces. Rutile (101)
has the largest root-mean-squared error, which is consistent with the larger discrepancy between
QM and ReaxFF for the surface formation energy for this surface. Particularly large errors come
from the bond between five-coordinated surface Ti and three-coordinated surface and underlying
O. This under-coordinated surface Ti is unstable thus making it difficult to converge ReaxFF
results with QM. In addition to this, it is known that the surface energy increases approximately
with the rise in density of the under-coordinated Ti atoms. In this sense, looking at the anatase 3
structures, (001) has largest number of under-coordinated Ti atoms, whereas rutile (101) has more
under-coordinated Ti atoms compared to rutile (110). Additionally, other discrepancies of 0.1 Å
also exist that are significant. These bond distance differences can be one of the reasons for the
discrepancies of surface formation energy between QM and ReaxFF. There is a possibility that
ReaxFF may calculate and energy value very similar to a DFT result while the structures in DFT
and ReaxFF are very different. Structures and energies should be evaluated separately because the
mis-match in structure does not necessarily lead to a problem with the energy. In this case, we
have a problem with both.
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Surface Energy
1.4
ReaxFF
Barnard et al.,2004
Hummer et al.,2009

Surface energy (J/m2)

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1 (001)
Anatase

2 (100)
Anatase

Anatase (001)

3 (101)
Anatase

Rutile4(110)

Rutile5(101)

Anatase (100)

Rutile (110)

Anatase (101)

Rutile (101)

Figure 3-4. Surface formation energies and structures which were used in the DFT references for
the 3 anatase and 2 rutile surfaces
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Table 3-4. Calculated DFT and ReaxFF bond distances in the top trilayer of atoms on anatase and rutile
surfaces[2].

Bond

Anatase (001)

Anatase (100)

Anatase (101)

Rutile (101)

Rutile (110)

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

Tiv-Obr

1.96

1.87

1.84

1.81

1.85

1.80

1.83

1.84

NA

NA

Tiv-Osurf

1.93

2.02

1.96

1.86

1.98

1.98

2.01

2.05

1.95

1.91

Tiv-Osub

1.96

1.83

1.83

1.80

1.81

1.79

1.87

1.81

1.87

1.94

Tivi-Obr

NA

NA

1.86

1.81

1.85

1.81

NA

NA

1.84

1.85

Tivi-Osurf

NA

NA

NA

NA

1.93

1.96

NA

NA

2.07

2.12

Tivi-Osub

NA

NA

NA

NA

2.05

2.01

NA

NA

2.11

1.94

“NA” indicates that no bond matching is present in the surface’s top trilayer of atoms. Tiv : fivecoordinated surface Ti; Tivi : six coordinated surface titanium; Obr : two-coordinated bridging
surface O; Osurf : three-coordinated surface O; Osub : three-coordinated underlying O.

Table 3-5 shows the binding energies for a single H2O on 3 anatase faces. As is seen in the
Figure 3-5, when the anatase (100) surface adsorbs an H2O, dissociation occurs. The other
structures adsorb H2O in an associated state.Generally, the agreement is within ±4.5 kcal/mol
between DFT and ReaxFF, which is similar to the margin of error in the DFT results. The 4.5
kcal/mol difference between DFT and ReaxFF for the binding energy of a single H 2O on the
(112) surface is not good agreement. To get binding energy, we calculated the energy difference
between the adsorbed water structure and the bare surface structure and an isolated water
molecule. During the equilibration process of the adsorbed water structure, the extra H bond was
generated in the ReaxFF calculation, while DFT does not have this bond, potentially contributing
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to the 4.5 kcal/mol discrepancy. The formation of the extra H-bond may be due to the manner in
which ReaxFF calculates H-bonds by searching for all potential H---O interactions within a
reasonable cut-off distance.
Table 3-5. Water binding energies (kcal/mol) for the 3 anatase faces
Anatase 100

Anatase 101

Anatase 112

ReaxFF

12.05

15.17

31.76

QM[1]

14.98

17.98

27.21

Figure 3-5. Water binding structures for the 3 anatase faces (100), (101) and (112)
In Table 3-6, calculated structural parameters from QM and ReaxFF are presented. O – Ti5c
is the distance between the O of the H2O molecules and the surface Ti5c to which it is attached.
H – O2c is the length of the H-bond between the H of the H2O molecule and the nearby surface
O2c. If H2O dissociates, O-Ti5c is the bond length of the resulting surface hydroxyl. Examining
anatase (100), H2O adsorption energy becomes lower compared with the other two surfaces,
because dissociated adsorption is more stable compared to the molecular adsorption in this case.
Also, it is noticed that the adsorption energy of the anatase (101) is lower than that of the anatase
(112). This can be explained by the calculated hydrogen bond distance between the H in the H2O
molecule and the O atom of the cluster. That is, the shorter the H-bonding distance on the anatase
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(112) surface leads to strong H-bonding making it less energetically favorable for the H2O
molecule to form a Ti-OH2 bond. For the bond lengths, while the discrepancies between DFT and
ReaxFF are relatively small for anatase (100), larger differences exist for (101) and (112); thus,
ReaxFF is over-estimating some bonds while under-estimating others for H2O adsorption onto
these defect sites.
Table 3-6. Comparison of structural parameters for DFT and ReaxFF[1]
O – Ti5c (Å )

H – O2c (Å )

Surface
DFT

ReaxFF

DFT

ReaxFF

100

1.839

1.835

0.986

1.008

101

2.284

2.053

2.164

1.825

112

2.134

2.098

1.569

1.705

3.1.2.3 Reaction pathway and free energy barrier for H2O dissociation on the (101) surface of
anatase
Figure 3-6 is the potential energy diagram for the H2O dissociation path calculated by
Tilocca and Selloni[4]. As is seen in the figure, the reaction pathway is composed of five different
configurations. When an H2O molecule interacts with the surface and forms the M1 state,
dissociation does not occur. Instead, the H2O molecule migrates to the M2-site, where the
potential energy becomes more stable. Then, dissociation begins. In the middle of the dissociation
process, a transition state was found. After dissociation has occurred, a hydroxyl is bonded to a
nearby Ti atom. As is shown in the Table 3-7, ReaxFF accurately reproduces the energetics of the
H2O dissociation, staying within 2 kcal/mol of the DFT results for the entire dissociation path.
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These results suggest that the current ReaxFF parameterization can give reasonable results for H+transfer thermodynamics and kinetics on TiO2 surfaces.

M1
TS

0.28

0.12

M2

D2

Energy (eV)

0.37

D3

Figure 3-6. Potential energy diagram for the proposed H2O dissociation path on the (101)
surface of anatase[4]

Table 3-7. Energy difference between configurations in Figure 6 (reference: D3)
Energy difference
between the state
(kcal/mol)
ReaxFF

M1

M2

TS

D2

14.64

8.66

9.26

7.05

QM[4]

14.98

8.53

11.29

8.53
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3.1.2.4 Energy difference between the rutile 110 structures and water dissociation preference
dependence on slab thickness
As is shown in Figure 3-7, there are three different H2O adsorption configurations on the
rutile (110) face. These are molecular adsorption, dissociative adsorption, hydrogen bonding. In
Table 3-8, bond lengths and angles are presented and agreement is reasonable; all bond lengths
are within 0.04 Å and the angles are within 3° from the DFT result. According to the results of
DFT and ReaxFF, dissociative adsorption is the most stable compared to the other two modes in
contrast to other previous DFT calculations [117]. Second is molecular adsorption followed by Hbonding. The DFT-result for the H-bonding case (structure 3) might be less accurate, given the
lower accuracy of the DFT-methods used here for weak, non-bonded interactions. Problems in
ReaxFF dealing with H-bonding between O-H groups and O atoms in metal oxides have been
noted previously[102], so the larger discrepancy for Structure 3 in Table 3-9 may be due to
under-prediction of H-bond strength for H2O-TiO2 interactions. Kumar et al.[118] used DFT
calculations to predict that H-bonding between water and rutile surfaces should be stronger than
those found in water; hence the H2O-H2O H-bonding parameters in ReaxFF underestimate the
H2O-TiO2 H-bond strength. Liu et al.[5] demonstrated that the calculated dissociation preference
of water adsorbed on the rutile (110) surface can depend on the thickness of the slab used in the
simulation. Figure 3-8 shows the energy difference between fully associated and partially
dissociated configuration for a 2x1 surface unit cell with 1 monolayer (ML) of water as the
thickness of the slab changes from 3 to 15 Ti-O layers. A positive or negative energy difference
corresponds to fully associated or partially dissociated configuration being preferred, respectively.
Figure 3-8 shows that the DFT[5] predicts fully associated configuration as the preferred method
for water adsorption as the thickness of the slab is increased. Our ReaxFF results also predicts
fully associated configuration for the adsorbed water molecules on the rutile (110) surface.
ReaxFF predicts much smaller fluctuation, than the DFT, in the energy difference which is
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around 1.1~2.2 kcal/mol per H2O. This can be due to electronic structure effect in the DFT
calculations that is not present in the ReaxFF simulations[119].

Structure 1

Structure 2

Structure 3

Figure 3-7. Three different H2O adsorption configurations on the rutile (110) surface
Table 3-8. Calculated mean O-H bond lengths and H-O-H angles in H2O adsorbed onto the
rutile (110) surface.
Parameters
rutile (110) surface.

Structure 1

Structure 2

Structure 3

VASP

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

O-H (Å )

1.01

0.98

0.99

0.99

0.99

1.03

H-O-H (  )

107

104

NA

NA

103

105

37
4
Liu et al.,2010
ReaxFF

Energy (kcal/mol)

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

2

4

6

8
10
Number of Layers

12

14

16

Figure 3-8. Energy difference between fully associated and partially dissociated configuration, for a
2x1 surface unit cell simulation box with 1 ML water, with respect to number of Ti-O layers
calculated from DFT[5] and from ReaxFF. DFT and our ReaxFF both predict fully associated
configuration as the preferred method of water adsorption on the rutile (110) surface for thicker
layers.

Table 3-9. Energy difference between structures (reference: structure 2) in Figure 3-7
Energy difference between
structures (kcal/mol)
ReaxFF

Structure 1

Structure 3

12.56

21.79

VASP[120]

11.76

31.36

3.1.2.5 TiO2 Clusters
A total of 150 bare and hydrated TiO2 cluster structures, mainly based on stoichiometric
TiO2 cluster cores of the type (TiO2)x with x in the range 1 – 28, were included in the
optimization of the force field. Suitable cluster structures were identified from the literature on
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small TiO2 clusters [121, 122] and model TiO2 nanocrystals[123]. Structural isomers for some of
the larger clusters, e.g. (TiO2)16 and (TiO2)28, were initially generated during the force field
development during optimizations, low-temperature MD simulations, or simulated annealing with
preliminary force fields, and subsequently calculated by quantum chemical calculations and
incorporated into the force field fitting procedure. Quantum chemical cluster data was generally
either taken from the literature, or obtained using density functional theory cluster calculations
performed with the Jaguar 7.0 program [Jaguar 7.0; Schrodinger Inc.: Portland, OR, 2007]. using
the B3LYP hybrid functional[124, 125] and a LACVP** basis set and effective core potential
(ECP) combination that provides an all electron 6-31G** basis set for the H and O atoms[126,
127], while the Ti atoms are treated using a Hay-Wadt ECP[128] for the inner core (Ne) electrons
together with a double zeta description of the 12 remaining outer core and valence electrons. This
level of quantum chemical theory is consistent with that recently employed for the development
of ReaxFF force fields for closely related metal oxide systems such as vanadium oxides[129].
Two types of 3(TiO2) and 4(TiO2) were picked and bond lengths and angles are presented
for comparison between ReaxFF and QM. Also, potential energy differences between pairs of
clusters and water binding energies for the selected structures are shown in the Table 3-10~3-12.
Figure 3-9 (d) to (g) shows the 4 configurations of TiO2 clusters which were chosen for the
comparison between ReaxFF and QM results. Measured bond lengths and angles of selected
clusters are shown and comparison is made to the quantum-minimized clusters for each case.
Overall, agreement is good (± 0.1 Å and ± 1.2°) for cluster structures, potential energies and
water binding energies except in a few cases (Table 3-10).
Table 3-11 shows the results of ReaxFF and QM for the potential energy differences
between pairs of Ti-O clusters. The pairs are selected based on the same numbers of TiO2 with
different types of structures to examine the effects of structure on energies. The discrepancy
between ReaxFF and QM is substantial for the pair structures of (c) and (d) whereas the other
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clusters are in more reasonable agreement. The reason for the larger discrepancy between (c) and
(d) is that 3-fold coordinate oxygen in (d) becomes terminal oxygen in (c), which makes the
cluster much more unstable. However, in all cases ReaxFF recognizes the most stable
configuration of the cluster.
Figure 3-10 shows that the potential energy differences between pairs of structures for Ti-O
clusters. The reference structure is (m)16(TiO2)-type(I) and the differences between the energies
of 29 different structures divided by numbers of TiO2 units and that of reference structure divided
by 16 are shown. Agreement is good overall. The potential energy difference between QM and
ReaxFF decreases as the clusters increase in size, which means that large-scale simulations of
TiO2-H2O using ReaxFF should be accurate. Table 3-12 shows water binding energies for
selected structures shown in Figure 3-11. For the (b) and (c), ReaxFF matches well with QM,
while for other cases the level agreement is lower. Essentially, all clusters with a high Tioxidation state give a good match between ReaxFF and QM, but the more open, low-oxidation
state clusters show larger discrepancies.

(a) 2(TiO2)-type I
[Config.2 in Figure 3-10]

(b) 2(TiO2)-type II

(c) 3(TiO2)-type IV
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A

A

D
C

B

B

A(d) 3(TiO )-type(I)
2

B

(e) 3(TiO2)-type(II)

(f) 4(TiO2)-type(I)

(h) 10(TiO2)-type I

(i) 10(TiO2)-type II

[Config.5 in Figure 3-10]

C

B
D

A

(g) 4(TiO2)-type(II)
[Config.11 in Figure 3-10]

(j) 12(TiO2)-type II
[Config.24 in Figure 3-10]

[Config.14 in Figure 3-10]

(k) 12(TiO2)-type V

(l) 15(TiO2)-type II
[Config.28 in Figure 3-10]

A
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(m) 16(TiO2)-type I
[Reference Structure in Figure 3-10]

Figure 3-9. Configurations of the TiO2 clusters

Table 3-10. Bond length between Ti and O and Ti-O-Ti bond angles for ReaxFF and DFTminimized structures
rutile (110) surface. (d)
ReaxFF QM
Bond
length (AB)
(Å )
Bond
length
(CD) (Å )
Bond angle
(BAC) (°)

(e)
ReaxFF QM

(f)

(g)

ReaxFF

QM

ReaxFF

QM

1.96

2.08

1.74

1.72

1.81

1.81

1.88

1.79

1.61

1.63

1.60

1.63

1.65

1.63

1.61

1.62

98.7

97.5

106.8

106.2

112.8

112.3

101.0

101.5

Table 3-11. Potential energy differences between the selected structures
Potential
rutile (110)
energy
surface.

(a)-(b)

(d)-(c)

(h)-(i)

(j)-(k)

(kcal/mol)
ReaxFF

-4.71

-12.50

-1.36

-25.69

QM

-6.38

-19.96

-1.84

-28.58
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Table 3-12. Water binding energy for the selected structures
rutile (110) surface.
Water binding
(a)
energy (kcal/mol)
ReaxFF
-52.37

(b)
-62.55

QM

-62.36

-71.28

(c)

(d)

(e)

-72.67

-13.34

-34.63

-74.58

1.10

-19.47

Potential energy difference (kcal/mol)

120
ReaxFF

100

QM
80
60
40
20
0
-20

0

5

10
15
20
Configurations of the TiO2 clusters

25

30

Figure 3-10. Potential energy difference between the selected configurations and
the reference structure[(m), in Fig.10]

(a) (TiO2) (H2O)

(b) 2(TiO2)2(H2O)

(c) 4(TiO2)2(H2O)
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(d) 4(TiO2)5(H2O)

(e) 2(TiO2)3(H2O)

Figure 3-11. Configurations of the hydroxide TiO2 clusters for the water binding energy

3.1.2.6 Validation of the developed force field. -Water dissociative adsorption for 1 and 3
monolayer (ML) water coverage on rutile (110) surfaceThe amount of water dissociated is a key factor in determining the reactivity[130] of the
rutile (110) surface. Hence, it is important that the ReaxFF correctly produce the water
dissociation percentage for this surface. We have calculated and compared (Figure 3-12) the
amount of water dissociated for two different water coverage regimes, 1 ML and 3ML, with that
observed in the QMMD calculations [120]. The rutile slab used in this calculation has 3 layers of
TiO2 (Although Liu et al. showed a dependence on slab thickness with the 3-layer slabs being the
least reliable, we are comparing ReaxFF versus DFT in spite of the fact that the DFT does not
represent reality accurately in this case.) in the direction perpendicular to the surface with 4x2
surface unit cells parallel to the surface. The dimension of the simulation cell is 12.994 Å and
11.836 Å along the parallel direction to the surface and 30 Å along the perpendicular direction to
the surface. The number of water molecules is 16 and 48 for 1 ML and 3 ML, respectively. This
setup leads to a vacuum gap of about 19 Å and 9 Å between the slabs for 1 ML and 3 ML water
coverage, respectively. The water dissociation percentage is defined as the number of terminal
hydroxyls (TH) attached to the 5-fold coordinated titanium atoms divided by the total number of
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TH and terminal H2O (TW) molecules (i.e., [TiOH]/[TiOH + TiOH2]). As shown in Table 3-13,
ReaxFF successfully predicts the water dissociation percentage for both 1 ML and 3 ML water
coverage regime, as compared to the QMMD simulations. The number densities of hydroxyl on
the surface are 16/(440 Å 2) for 1 ML and 9/(440 Å 2) for 3 ML. The overall amount of dissociation
decreases as more H2O is added to the system. This result is consistent with previous DFT-MD
simulations of Zhang et al.[25] and Kumar et al.[120], which can be explained as follows. At 1
ML coverage, a TW generally forms a pair of H-bonds, one with a neighboring TW/TH and the
other with a bridging oxygen (BO). A dissociation event, that changes the amount of water
dissociation, at 1 ML water coverage, requires a direct proton transfer between TW and BO. On
the other hand, at 3 ML water coverage a TW does not form any direct H-bond with the BO and
hence it does not have any direct proton transfer event. Thus, any change in water dissociation
percentage, on this surface, requires an indirect proton transfer between TW and BO via the water
layer above the surface. The indirect proton transfer encompasses at least two proton jump events
whose simultaneous occurrence is relatively less favorable than a direct proton jump on the 1 ML
surface.

(a) First configuration of 1ML

(b) Last configuration of 1ML
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(c) First configuration of 3ML

(d) Last configuration of 3ML

Figure 3-12. First and last configurations of 1ML and 3ML of rutile (110)
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(b) 3ML
Figure 3-13. Energy conservations with respect to time for 1ML and 3ML of rutile (110)

Table 3-13. Water dissociation percentage for 1 ML and 3 ML water coverage on rutile (110)
facet[120]
Percent H2O dissociation

1 ML

3 ML

ReaxFF

35.2

20.8

VASP[120]

37.5

25.3

3.2 Titanium metal/ titanium dioxide with chlorine and hydrogen chloride systems

3.2.1 Fitting the ReaxFF parameters for Ti-Cl systems
Chlorine ions are supposed to be used as anions for future simulations. So, it is necessary
to develop Ti-Cl force field. The force field parameters were optimized against QM data present
in the training set using a single parameter based parabolic extrapolation method. The optimized
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parameters are the bond parameters for Ti–Cl and the valence angle parameters for Ti–Cl–Ti, Cl–
Ti–Cl. A successive one-parameter search technique[41] was used to minimize the sum-ofsquares error function.

3.2.2 Reactive force field development
In this section, we compare the ReaxFF and DFT results for the energies of the TiCl4 and
Ti2Cl6 with respect to bond length and valence angle. In addition to these, equation of states for
TiCl2 and TiCl3 crystals and selected reaction energies are optimized.

Energy difference (kcal/mol)

100
ReaxFF
DFT (singlet)

80

60

A
B

40

Triplet : 80.4
kcal/mol above
the equilibrium
energy at 3.2Å

20

0
1.6

1.8

2

2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
Bond distance (A)

3

3.2

Figure 3-14. Energy difference from the minimum with respect to bond distances between Ti(B)
and Cl(A) for TiCl4

In Figure 3-14, energy difference from the minimum with bond distance between Ti(B) and Cl(A)
for TiCl4 is shown. Bond distances between Ti and Cl are changed from 1.8 to 3.3 Ȧ. As is shown,
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Energy has minimum at 2.2 Ȧ for DFT while ReaxFF has it at 2.3 Ȧ. Quantum data was obtained
using density functional theory calculations performed with the Jaguar 7.0 program [Jaguar 7.0;
Schrodinger Inc.: Portland, OR, 2007] using the B3LYP hybrid functional[124, 125] and a
LACV3P** basis set for the Ti and Cl atoms[126, 127]. ReaxFF fits well with DFT (singlet)
overall. However, as the bond distance is getting longer, ReaxFF slows down the speed of energy
increase, which results in the gap between ReaxFF and DFT when the distance is 3.2 Ȧ. For the
DFT value at triplet state, 80.4 kcal/mol is higher than the equilibrium energy at 3.2 Ȧ.
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Figure 3-15. Energy difference from the minimum with respect to valence angle
(Cl(A)Ti(B)Cl(C)) for TiCl4.

Figure 3-15 shows the energy difference from the minimum with respect to the Cl-Ti-Cl valence
angle for TiCl4. The angles have been changed from 89.5˚ to 129.5˚. As is indicated, both
(ReaxFF and DFT) are stabilized when the angle is around 110˚. Also, the energy of ReaxFF
increases more rapidly than DFT as the valance angle become further from the lowest point. In
Figure 3-16, energy difference from the minimum with bond distance between Ti(B) and Cl(A)
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for Ti2Cl6 is shown. Bond distances between Ti and Cl are varied from 1.7 to 3.0 Ȧ . As is shown,
Energy has minimum at 2.2 Ȧ for DFT while ReaxFF has it at 2.3 Ȧ like TiCl4 case. However, as
the bond distance is getting longer, good agreement between ReaxFF and QM still exists.
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Figure 3-16. Energy difference from the minimum with respect to bond distances between Ti(B)
and Cl(A) for Ti2Cl6
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Figure3-17. Energy difference from the minimum with respect to valence angle
(Cl(A)Ti(B)Cl(C)) for Ti2Cl6.
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Figure 3-17 shows the energy difference from the minimum with respect to valence angle (ABC)
for Ti2Cl6. The angles have been changed from 89.5˚ to 129.5˚. As is shown, both (ReaxFF and
DFT) have minimum around 110˚. Also, ReaxFF increases rapidly as the valence angle become
further from the lowest energy value. Compared to bond distance, valence angle does not affect
much for the energy change.
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Figure 3-18. Energy difference from the minimum with respect to valence angle
(Cl(A)Ti(B)O(C)) for TiCl3OH.
Figure 3-18 shows the energy difference from the minimum with respect to valence angle (ABC)
for TiCl3OH. ReaxFF overestimate the equilibrium angle and fails to match with DFT result
between 110˚ ~ 130˚.
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Figure 3-19. Unit cells of TiCl2, TiCl3 (a) and equation of states of DFT and ReaxFF.

In Figure 3-19, the unit cells of TiCl2, TiCl3 and equations of states are shown. For the
equation of state of the DFT, the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP)[106, 107] was
used with an energy cutoff of 450 eV and PBE exchange and correlation functional[108]. 2  2  1
k-points were selected and pseudopotentials with electrons from Ti 3p,4s,3d orbitals were used to
describe between ion-ion (Ewald), electron-electron (Hartree) and

ion-electron interactions.

Since TiCl2 and TiCl3 are hexagonal structures, EOS are obtained separately when a=b and c is
fixed. ReaxFF predict the values within 30 kcal/mol from DFT data.
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Table 3-14. Reaction energy difference (kcal/mol)
ReaxFF

DFT

a. TiCl4 – TiCl3 - Cl

-60.81

-90.61

b. TiCl4 – Ti2Cl6 – Cl2

-53.56

-47.38

c. TiCl3OH - Ti2Cl4O2 - HCl

-12.93

-8.41

d. TiCl2 - Ti_hcp - Cl2

-157.97

-123.71

e. TiCl3 – Ti_hcp – Cl3

-217.14

-231.29

Table 3-14 shows the reaction energy differences between ReaxFF and DFT for considered
reactions. Up to 40 kcal/mol difference exist for reaction a and d while ReaxFF match well with
DFT data for the other reactions.
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Chapter 4
Titanium metal and titanium dioxide etching with chlorine and hydrogen
chloride gases
In Chapter 3, a new Ti-Cl force field parameter has been developed to describe reactions in
Ti/O/H/Cl materials because chlorine ions are supposed to be used as anions for future
simulations. The ReaxFF force field parameters were fitted against a quantum mechanical (QM)
training set containing structures and energies related to bond dissociations, angle and dihedral
distortions, and reactions between titanium and chlorine gases as well as heats of formation of
TiClx crystals. These newly developed Ti-Cl force field parameters were combined with the
recently developed Ti-O-H force field. ReaxFF accurately reproduces the QM training set for
structures and energetics of small clusters and TiClx crystals. This force field was applied to
etching simulations for titanium metal and titanium dioxide with chlorine and hydrogen chloride
gases. In the etching simulations, titanium and titanium dioxide slab models with chlorine and
hydrogen chloride gases were used in molecular dynamics simulations.

4.1 Titanium metal etching
For the titanium metal etching, 2-D slab model, 200 titanium atoms, 100, 200, and 300
Cl2 and HCl, respectively, were used for the simulations. NVT ensemble is used. Temperature is
1500K and total time duration is 250 ps.
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t=0 of (a)

(a) 100 Cl2

t=0 of (d)

(d) 100 HCl

(b) 200 Cl2

(e) 200 HCl

(c) 300 Cl2

(f) 300 HCl

Figure 4-1. Initial and last configurations of titanium etching with Cl2 (up) and HCl (down)
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t=0

t=6.25 ps

t=62.5 ps

t=187.5 ps

Figure 4-2. Temporal variations of titanium etching configurations with 300 Cl2

Table 4-1. Etching initiation time and the number of Cl incorporated into the Ti metal cluster at
the etching initiation moment for 200 Cl2 and 300 Cl2 cases

Etching initiation time

200 Cl2

300 Cl2

0.54 ps

0.49 ps

40

49

Number of Cl incorporated into
the Ti metal cluster at the etching
initiation moment
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35
200 Cl2

30

300 Cl2
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Figure 4-3. Number of TiCl4 with respect to time for 200 Cl2 and 300 Cl2

Figure 4-1 shows initial and last configurations of the titanium etching with Cl 2 and HCl,
respectively. We notice that Cl2 is more effective than HCl from the etching point of view. To
etch the titanium metal, a substantial number of chlorine atoms are required, since TiCl4 should
be generated. Because TiCl4 is volatile material as such it can be detached easily from the
titanium metal cluster. Having said that, 300 HCl is still not sufficient for the etching to occur, as
no Ti-containing gas phase species are observed (Figure 4-1(f)).
For the titanium etching with Cl2, etching mechanism is as follows. As soon as the
simulation starts, Cl2 dissociates instantaneously then diffuse into the both sides of the titanium
metal. When Cl atoms hit the titanium metal, they diffuse into the titanium cluster. This diffusion
process keeps going until the titanium cluster cannot hold Cl atoms any more. Here, to make
etching happen, the density of Cl should be high enough. When the density of Cl is low, the
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number of Cl atoms hitting the surface of titanium cluster is small. Therefore, instead of making
any volatile TixCly species, they just diffuse into the cluster. On the other hand, when the density
of Cl is high, there are more chances to make volatile TixCly species, which results in etching at
the surface of the cluster. In the mean time, the Cl atoms which do not make the TixCly species,
go inside the cluster. In other words, etching takes place on the surface of the cluster at early
stage of time if high density of Cl is provided.
Table 4-1 shows the etching initiation time and the number of Cl incorporated into the
titanium metal cluster at the etching initiation moment for 200 Cl 2 and 300 Cl2, respectively. As
was mentioned, for 100 Cl2 case, etching does not happen due to the low density of Cl. Final
configuration ends up with titanium-chloride mixture. However, for 200 Cl2 and 300 Cl2 cases,
etching occurs around 0.5 pico seconds though less than 50 Cl atoms are incorporated to the
cluster. As time goes on, the numbers of incorporated Cl atoms are getting bigger and at some
stage of time, volatile TixCly species are generated not only on the surface of the cluster but also
inside the cluster. Figure 4-2 shows the temporal variations of titanium etching configurations
with 300Cl2. At 6.25 ps, etching occurs on the surface of the cluster. However, as more Cl atoms
are incorporated into the cluster, etching take place entire titanium metal cluster (187.5ps). The
number of titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) with respect to time is shown in Figure 4-3. TiCl4 is
main species of the volatile TixCly and contributes most for the etching. The number of TiCl4
keeps increasing for 300 Cl2 case and approximately 30 TiCl4 were generated at 250 ps while for
200 Cl2 case, it reaches 10 at 150 ps and stays around that value until the end of the simulation
because of shortage of Cl atoms.
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4.2. Titanium dioxide etching
Etching of TiO2 by HCl exhibits complex behavior. First, O removal process should be
discussed. It is composed of two modes. HCl is likely to donate a H+ to the surface O atoms in the
TiO2 cluster because it is strong acid. If the protonated oxygen absorbs another proton, a water
molecule is made which vaporizes instantaneously. This is one mode of the oxygen removing
process from the TiO2 cluster.
The other mode is a reduction process. If sufficient energy is given to the system, the
surface oxygen can escape from the cluster as an O2 molecule. In this TiO2 etching simulation,
NVT ensemble is chosen and 2000K is used, which is just below melting point of TiO2. Therefore,
the system has enough energy to kick out O2. With these two combined oxygen removing
processes, oxygen is removed from the cluster. When a sufficient number of O atoms are
removed, Cl atoms begin to bond to Ti atoms. Then, chunks of TixOyHzClw come off the cluster to
be energetically more stable.

t=0 of (b)

(a) 400 HCl

(b) 400 HCl with mask

(c) 400 Cl2

Figure 4-4. Initial and last configurations of titanium dioxide etching with HCl ((a),(b)) and Cl2(c)
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Figure 4-5. Number of generated O2 and H2O with respect to time for three cases

t= 0.25 ns
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t=0.75 ns
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Figure 4-6. Temporal variations of titanium dioxide etching configurations with 300 Cl2
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Figure 4-4 shows initial and last configurations of the 3 simulations. A rutile (110) slab model
was used for the simulations and Ti864O1728 was chosen for TiO2 cluster. 400 Cl2 were used as
etchant for one case and 400 HCl were chosen for the other two. To realize the effectiveness of a
mask for protection from the etchant, a graphene fragment, composed of 64 carbon atoms was
utilized. Total time duration is 1 nanosecond for entire cases. As soon as the simulation starts, the
process of making water molecules becomes dominant compared to the reduction process. After
0.5 nanoseconds, the number of water molecules is constant number (Figure 4-5) while the
number of generated O2 molecules keeps increasing until the end of the simulations. Interestingly,
the number of water molecules are similar for both HCl cases, whereas the number of generated
O2 molecules is higher for ‘without mask’ than for ‘with mask’. This indicates that the mask
helps to reduce the reduction process. This turns out to be ‘with mask’ is less Ti etched than
‘without mask’.
For the Cl2 case, only the reduction process is observed. At the initial stage of time, O2 is
generated slowly. After enough oxygen is removed and sufficient defects site are made, the
reduction process accelerated as is shown in Figure 4-5. Actually, the speed of the O2 removal
process is much faster for the Cl2 case than for the HCl case, which causes more etching shown in
Figure 4-4. Part of this reason is that the oxygen atom which is taken to form water is excluded as
a candidate for oxygen molecule forming. In the sense, protonated oxygen atoms retard reduction
process if it does not form water molecule. As more oxygen is removed, more Cl atoms are
bonded to the cluster and fragments of TixOyClz start to detach from the cluster at some stage of
time, resulting in etching. When Cl hits the TiO2 cluster, it cannot diffuse into the cluster because
of subsurface oxygen atoms. Instead of diffusing into the subsurface, Cl remains on the surface
until a fragment of TixOyHzClw is formed, which is supposed to be detached from the cluster. This
is similar to a ‘surface etching’ mechanism – in contrast to the bulk etching process earlier
observed for the Ti-metal. Figure 4-6 shows the temporal variations of titanium dioxide etching
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configurations with 300 Cl2. As time goes on, the more oxygen atoms are removed, the more Cl
atoms make bonds to the titanium dioxide cluster. Then fragments of TixOyHzClw are made and
detached from the cluster. As is seen in the figure, etching occurs only on the surface of the
cluster compared to the titanium metal etching.
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Figure 4-7. Radial distribution functions between Ti and Cl for the three cases (a) and for the Cl2
etching with respect to time.

Figure 4-7 shows the radial distribution function between Ti and Cl for the three cases (a)
and for the Cl2 etching with respect to time. The first peak comes from the typical bond length of
Ti-Cl. For three cases, as was expected, ‘Cl2’ has highest value followed by ‘HCl’ and ‘HCl with
mask’. Also, it is seen that g(r) increases with time for Cl2 etching as more Cl atoms are attached
to the titanium dioxide cluster and more TixOyHzClw is generated. In Table 4-2, etching ratio of
TiO2 between HCl and Cl2 is presented and compared to the experimental results. As is indicated,
Cl2 is more effective than HCl for TiO2 etching by a factor of more than 10 and the current results
fall within the range of experimental values [45, 47, 50].

Table 4-2. Etching ratio of TiO2 between HCl and Cl2 and comparison with experimental results
HCl
Experimental etch
rate[45, 47, 50]
Current results (1 ns)

Cl2

Ratio (HCl : Cl2)

1.0 ~ 1.8 Ȧ/s

10.3 ~ 20 Ȧ/s

5.72 ~ 20

19 Ti etched

208 Ti etched

10.95
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Chapter 5
Interactions between TiO2 Nanoparticles and Water with Na+ and Cl-,
Methanol and Formic Acid

5.1 Force field testing
The recently developed Ti/O/H force field parameters[3] were combined with the
existing C/N/O/H force field for glycine/water interactions[131], which was recently applied to
study TiO2 surface interactions with small peptides[132]. The ReaxFF Ti/O/H parameters were
fitted against DFT and experimental data aiming to reproduce the equations-of-state, water
adsorption energies, surface formation energy, heats of formation, reaction barriers and
geometries.[3] The Cl/O/H parameters were taken from[133] while the Na/O/H parameters were
developed against a training set similar to the one recently used for the Ca/O/H ReaxFF
description[134, 135], which includes Na+ and NaOH binding energies to 1-6 water molecules, a
water/Na dissociation curve and equations of state of metallic Na in fcc, bcc, simple cubic and
a15 configurations. This parameter format can be used with LAMMPS and ADF/ReaxFF
distributions.
To validate the force field, two tests have been performed. We have calculated and
compared the amount of water dissociated for two different water coverage regimes, 1 monolayer
(ML) and 3 ML, with that observed in the QMMD calculations. The rutile slab used in this
calculation has 3 layers of TiO2 in the direction perpendicular to the surface with 4x2 surface unit
cells parallel to the surface. The water dissociation percentage is defined as the number of
terminal hydroxyls (TH) attached to the 5-fold coordinated Ti atoms divided by the total number
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of TH and terminal H2O (TW) molecules (i.e., [TiOH]/[TiOH + TiOH2]). ReaxFF successfully
predicts the water dissociation percentage as 37% and 25% for both 1 ML and 3 ML water
coverage regime, respectively as compared to the DFT-MD simulations 35% and 22%. The
overall amount of dissociation decreases as more H2O is added to the system. This result is
consistent with previous DFT-MD simulations [120].
Our second test was for the NaCl-water system. The total time duration of this simulation
is 250 picoseconds. 30 Na+, 30Cl-, and 1629 H2O were used to be 1 molarity; Figure 5-1 shows a
snapshot from the simulation. The simulation temperature is 300K. The radial distribution
function is shown in Figure 5-2 for Na-O and Cl-O and comparison is made to experimental
results[9]. There are two peaks for Na-O. One is from the NaOH and the other is from the NaOH2.
These results indicate that ReaxFF predicts that Na-cations cause a low level of water selfdissociation, with the proton potentially stabilized by Cl-anions. Such self-dissociation is not
observed in pure-water ReaxFF simulations, indicating that this must be related to the Na/Cl
additives. The presence of the Na-OH peak in the ReaxFF RDF indicates that ReaxFF
overestimates the stabilization of hydroxyl anion by Na+ or the stabilization of the associated
proton by the Cl-anion. The differences between our Na-OH2 results and experimental value are
within 0.15 Å , which indicates that ReaxFF gives a reasonable description of the Na/water/TiO 2
system.
Water binding energy comparisons between ReaxFF and DFT are shown in Table 5-1.
For molecular adsorption of H2O onto the 3 different anatase faces, the maximum ReaxFF error
compared to DFT results is 5 kcal/mol. This is a significant error when attempting to derive
equilibrium constants from simulated thermodynamics, but it is typical for classical simulations
compared to quantum results and experimental data. The energy of adsorption for molecular H2O
onto the (110) surface of rutile is predicted more accurately relative to the DFT results (Table 5-
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1). In this case, the agreement to within 0.3 kcal/mol is probably fortuitous, but this result does
indicate ReaxFF is performing reasonably well in reproducing DFT energetics. The H-bonding
mechanism for water adsorption is overestimated by 10 kcal/mol, however, as this mechanism is
only 20 kcal/mol above the stable molecular form compared to the 30 kcal/mol calculated via
DFT. These results indicate that the ReaxFF simulation results should be treated with caution
because they only qualitatively reproduce more accurate quantum calculations.

Figure 5-1. NaCl-water system (Na+: purple, Cl-: green)
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Figure 5-2. Radial distribution functions (RDF) for Na-O, Cl-O[9]& H-Cl and comparison to the
experimental results for the NaCl-water system shown in Figure 5-1

Table 5-1. Comparison between ReaxFF and DFT for water adsorption energy[3]

Water
Adsorption

ReaxFF

DFT

Anatase 100

12.3

15.0

Anatase 101

15.0

17.7

Anatase 112

32.1

27.3

8.5

12.8

12.5

12.2

20.2

30.4

Energy
(kcal/mol)

Energy barrier for water
dissociation on Anatase 101
(kcal/mol)
Energy differences

Molecular

compared to

adsorption

dissociative water
adsorption on rutile
110 (kcal/mol)

Hydrogen
bonding

5.2 TiO2-H2O-NaCl system
Figure 5-3 shows the surfaces of rutile and anatase nanoparticles used in this study. As is
shown, rutile nanoparticle is composed of (110) and (101) facets, which have two lowest surface
formation energies. For anatase nanoparticle, (101) and (001) facets make the surfaces.
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(001)

(101)

(a) Anatase

(1) top view

(2) side view
(b) Rutile

Figure 5-3. TiO2 nanoparticles used in this study [2]

Based on 1 nm diameter particles constructed using these faces, two simulations have
been performed for the TiO2-H2O-NaCl system; one for the anatase and the other for the rutile
nanoparticle. These anatase and rutile particles are composed of 105 and 120 atoms, respectively.
1740 H2O, 31 Na+ and 31 Cl- were used (i.e.,1 M Na/Cl aqueous solution). The temperature was
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set to 300K and a total time duration is 250 picoseconds was used. The MD-time step was 0.25
femto seconds. An NVT ensemble was used with a Berendsen thermostat with a relaxation
constant of 5.0ps. The thermostat was applied to all the atoms in the simulations and the low
relaxation constant allows the system to achieve an equilibration state quickly, which can prevent
unrealistic dissociation of water before equilibration. For each simulation, three trajectories were
carried out and the mean values are shown in the results. The total simulation box density was
0.38 kg/dm3; during the simulation a water droplet is formed that completely covers the
nanoparticle. Figure 5-4 shows the initial configurations of these TiO2-H2O-NaCl systems.

(a) Rutile

(b) Anatase

Figure 5-4. Initial configurations of the TiO2-H2O-NaCl systems
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-5. The numbers of surrounding H2O (a) and hydroxyl-groups (b) attached to the particles
with respect to time and (c) RDF between Ti and O, where the oxygen belongs to a water
molecule

Figure 5-5(a) shows the numbers of H2O molecules and hydroxyl groups attached to the
two nanoparticles types versus time. The numbers of adsorbed H2O molecules are similar for
rutile and anatase. However, the numbers of hydroxyl groups are significantly different. The
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number of hydroxyls attached to the rutile nanoparticle is much higher than those attached to the
anatase nanoparticle, which indicates that water dissociates more strongly on rutile nanoparticles
compared its anatase counterpart (Figure 5-5(b)). Also, the radial distribution functions between
Ti and O in H2O shows that dissociative adsorption is dominant for the rutile particle while much
less dissociation happens for the anatase particle (Figure 5-5(c)). The number of the exposed
surface-Ti atoms is 34 for the rutile nanoparticle and the anatase nanoparticle. Normalizing by
these values does not significantly alter our conclusions.

5.3 TiO2 nano particle surface reactivity with methanol and formic acid

(a) Anatase/methanol

(c) Anatase/formic acid

(b) Rutile/methanol

(d) Rutile/formic acid
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Figure 5-6. Initial configurations of the 1 nm TiO2 nano particles (anatase, rutile) with organic
solvents (300 methanol and 200 formic acid molecules, respectively)

For nanoparticle surface reactivity, the goal is to study dissociation of water and organic
solvent at the TiO2 surfaces and distortions of TiO2 nanoparticles in water and organic solvents.
Towards this goal, we have performed simulations on 4 systems (Figure 5-6). Anatase and rutile
nanoparticles with, respectively 300 methanol and 200 formic acid molecules, using MD-settings
similar to those employed previously for the water/nanoparticle simulations (Figure 5-4). Figure
5-7 shows the nanoparticle structures at the end of the MD-simulation, indicating substantial
distortion due to the surface chemistry. The root-mean-squared displacement (RMSD) shows the
distortion relative to the initial structure of the nanoparticles. This RMSD was calculated by
removing rotation and translation by using the center of mass of the nanoparticles. The rutile
nanoparticle is more reactive to methanol and formic acid and undergoes a more significant
surface rearrangement. Formic acid adsorption to TiO2 nanoparticles results in major surface and
subsurface rearrangements. Ti-atoms were pulled out of the nanoparticle surface by bidentate
formic anions. For methanol, only monodentate adsorptions occurs on the edges of the
nanoparticles for both anatase and rutile, whereas for formic acid, monodentate and bidentate
adsorption occurs. Again, most of the formic acids bind to the edges of the nanoparticles although
some adsorption occurs on the faces of the nanoparticles as well. Bidentate adsorption happens
only on the edges of rutile (110) and anatase (101), which indicates that strong bonding can occur
on the edges of the nanoparticles because edges have lower energy barrier for binding than faces
(Figure 5-8). This observation is consistent with the previous experimental results showing
dissociative adsorption in bidentate bridging configurations [54-58] on rutile (110).
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Figure 5-7. Nanoparticle distortion due to surface chemistry. The Root-Mean-Squared
Displacement (RMSD) was calculated compared to the initial structure of the nanoparticles.

(a) Anatase

(b) Rutile
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Figure 5-8. Snapshots from the ReaxFF MD-simulations showing formic acid anion bidentate
adsorption on anatase and rutile nanoparticle edge sites.

Figure 5-9 shows the attached number of hydroxyl groups for the TiO2/methanol and
TiO2/formic acid systems. The rutile particle induces significantly more methanol deprotonation
than anatase, which supports the claim that molecular adsorption is favored on the anatase (101)
surface by Tilocca and Selloni[66] and that methanol adsorbs on the surface of rutile
nanoparticles dissociatively to produce surface methoxy and hydroxyl groups by Panayotov et
al.[65]. Formic acid generates a full monolayer of surface protons and bound formate anions for
but anatase and rutile nanoparticle. In contrast to TiO2/methanol systems, the number of OH
attached to anatase is larger than rutile, which is due to the fact that formic acid can easily donate
proton. In the current case, the anatase nanoparticle has more surface area to absorb protons
compared to the rutile nanoparticle. In other words, for formic acid case, the attached number of
OH is related to the number of exposed Ti and O of the nanoparticles rather than their reactivity
toward it.

(a) Methanol/TiO2

(b) Formic acid/TiO2

Figure 5-9. Surface chemistry analysis for the hydroxyl groups
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Chapter 6
Ion Adsorption on Nanocrystalline TiO2 Surfaces
By adding Ca parameters, as developed by Manzano et al.[136], to the previously
developed Ti/O/H/Cl force field, we obtained a ReaxFF description capable of performing
simulations of TiO2 nanocrystalline surfaces in aqueous solutions with Ca and Cl ions. Before
starting simulations on this system, the force field was validated by comparing bond length
between Ca and O with experimental results [9, 137].

Figure 6-1. CaCl-water system (Ca2+ : cyan, Cl- : green)
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Figure 6-2. Radial distribution functions (RDF) for Ca-O and comparison to the experimental
results for the CaCl-water system shown in Figure 6-1

The validation test was for the CaCl-water system. The total time duration of this simulation is
250 picoseconds. 10 Ca2+, 20Cl-, and 556 H2O were used to be 1 molarity. Figure 6-1 shows the
initial configuration. The simulation temperature is 300K. The radial distribution function is
shown in Figure 6-2 for Ca-O and comparison is made to experimental results[9, 137]. The
differences between our Ca-O results and experimental value are within 0.05 Å , which indicates
that ReaxFF works well for the Ca/Cl/water/TiO2 system.

6.1 Calcium ions adsorption characteristics at high temperature (1000K)
To investigate the diffusion behavior of Ca ions and the characteristics of their adsorption
to TiO2 surfaces, a simulation was performed. The initial configuration is shown in Figure 6-3.
The simulation box size is 23×26×44 Å . Total time duration is 500 pico seconds. Ti384O768 was
for rutile 110 surface. 10 Ca2+ and 20 Cl- were used and the temperature is 1000K. To increase the
diffusivity of Ca ion, unrealistic high temperature is used for the simulation.
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Figure 6-3. Initial configurations of TiO2 (rut110)-H2O-Ca-Cl system
(Gray: titanium, Blue: oxygen belonging to TiO2, Cyan: Ca2+, Green: Cl-, Pink: oxygen consisting
of H2O initially attached to TiO2, Yellow: hydrogen consisting of H2O initially attached to TiO2)

Figure 6-4 shows the attached number of Ca ions and OH (hydroxyl groups) with respect to time
and compared the OH numbers with pure water case. For pure water case, the number of OH
increases until 2 pico seconds, then maintains around 50 for the rest of simulation time though it
fluctuate. As soon as simulation starts, protonation to the TiO2 surface happens very rapidly,
therefore, the number of attached OH increases quickly. During that period, the attached protons
go back to bulk solution as well. After attached OH numbers obtain their highest value, the speed
of the protonation to the TiO2 surface is equilibrated with that of proton going back to the bulk
solution. However, for the ion case, the attached OH number starts to decrease after highest value.
This can be explained as follows. The negatively charged TiO2 surface caused by proton induced
charge transfer attracts positively charged Ca ions and adsorption occurs. These attached Ca ions
repel the nearby proton which was attached to TiO2. Therefore, after more Ca ions are adsorbed,
the total number of OH begins to decrease.
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Figure 6-4 The attached numbers of Ca ions and OH with respect to time

Figure 6-5 shows the Ca ions adsorption configurations at the end of the simulations. 9 Ca are
attached out of 10 and two Ca dimers are found on the surface shared by OH. Ca has 6 bonds in
this case. As is shown in the Figure 6-5, 3 O are from the oxygen in the H2O while the other 3 O
are oxygen which belongs to TiO2. Notice that no surface-bound proton exists on the bridging
neighboring oxygen of attached Ca ions, which can be explained as the protons go away as Ca
ions are approaching them.
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(a) Upper part

(b) Lower part
Figure 6-5. Last configurations of Ca ions adsorption to the upper and lower part of the slab

To compare bond lengths of O(TiO2)-Ca with O(H2O)-Ca, separate radial distribution functions
were calculated and are shown in Figure 6-6. When Ca ion is attached to the surface, the bond
distance between O and Ca become shorter than when Ca ions are in the bulk solution without
TiO2 (Figure 6-1) because the water molecules which were attached to Ca ions lost protons. It is
interesting that bond distance of O(H2O)-Ca is shorter than that of O(TiO2)-Ca.
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Figure 6-6 Radial distribution function between O and Ca

Figure 6-7 shows the Ca2+ distance from the TiO2 surface. To measure the distance, a consecutive
simulation at 300K after the simulation at 1000K was performed for 250 pico seconds, and then
energy minimization was done for the last configuration. The measured distance is 2.235 Å and
the experimental value by XSW (Xray Standing Wave) indicates 3.00 Å for Ca2+ [138], indicating
that ReaxFF gives a significantly shortened distance to the surface and probably overestimates the
adsorption energy.
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Figure 6-7 Ca2+ distance over the TiO2 surface (Orange sphere: spurious Ca2+)

6.2 Calcium ions diffusion behavior at high temperature (1000K)
Figure 6-8 shows the snapshots of Ca ions diffusion behavior with time at 1000K. For
convenience, numbers were given to every Ca ions to keep track of them. The Gray Ca ions end
up attaching to the upper rutile (110) slab while the blue Ca ions end up adsorbed to lower rutile
(110) slab. As is shown, the 3 Ca ions intitially adjacent to TiO2 surfaces are adsorbed
individually in 6.25 ps. In the mean time, remaining ions start to make clusters and 5 Ca ions are
assembled at 50 ps. After their formation, these clusters move around for 100 ps until Ca ions
detatched from the group. Looking at blown up images of Ca ions cluster (Figure 6.8 (g)~(i)), we
see that OH groups are shared between Ca ions. Thererfore, OH plays key role for the clustering
of Ca ions. This Ca ions clustering issue will be discussed section 6.4. After the clustering stage,
Ca ions start to disassemble (250ps) and adsorbed to the surface. The bond breaking between Ca
ions and OH happened because Ca ions themselves have a high kinetic energy (1000K) which
can overcome bond dissociation energy between them. We expect that this dissociation will be
less relevant at lower temperatures. At 350ps, 9 Ca ions are attached to the surface.
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Figure 6-8. Snapshots of Ca ions diffusion with respect to time, as observed during a 1000K NVT
ReaxFF molecular dynamics simulation.

6. 3 Ca ions adsorption and diffusion behavior at low temperature (500K)
Figure 6-9 shows initial configurations of rutile (101)-H2O-Ca-Cl system. The simulation
box size is 32×27×44 Å . Total time duration is 1 nano seconds. Ti432O864 was for rutile 101
surface. 742 H2O, 14 Ca2+ and 28 Cl- were used to be 1M. 500K was used as a temperature to
become more realistic situation.

Figure 6-9. Initial configurations of TiO2 (rut101)-H2O-Ca-Cl system (Ca2+ : cyan, Cl- : green)

Ca ions diffusion behavior with time at 500K is depicted in Figure 6-10. As is shown in
the Figure 6-10, 3 Ca ions which are close to TiO2 surfaces are adsorbed in 25ps individually.
Then, while one more ions are attached, remaining Ca ions start to make a few clusters in 300 ps.
From 350ps to 525ps, clustered Ca ions are approaching to the surface, while another Ca ion is
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adsorbed. The sixth Ca ion is attached during last 250ps period. In the mean time, the remaining
ions make big one cluster in the vicinity of the TiO2 surface and subsequently adsorb as a group.
In summary, Ca ions keep adsorbing individually, while the remaining ions make a cluster and
adsorbed as a group. Unlike high temperature case (1000K), it is hard for Ca ions to disassemble
from the cluster once it is made. Due to the much lower kinetic energy at low temperature (500K)
compared to 1000K case and big mass of Ca ion, disassemble does not happen from the ion
group. In other words, it can be said that ion precipitation is likely to happen at low temperature.
Based on the Ca ions diffusion velocity, mean square displacement was calculated and the
diffusion coefficient was obtained as 1.04×10-9 m2/s (Figure 6-11), while experimental value is
7×10-10 m2/s.
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Figure 6-10. Snapshots of Ca ions diffusion with respect to time (500K)
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Figure 6-11. Mean square displacement of Ca-ions as observed from the 500K MD-simulation

Apart from rutile(101), these simulations have been done for 4 other TiO2 surfaces to find out the
characteristic behavior depending on the surfaces at 500K. Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show
attached number of OH and Ca on with respect to time on 2 rutile and 3 anatase surfaces,
respectively. For rutile, 101 has more OH-groups than 110, while 101 has highest OH number
followed by 100 and 001 among the anatase 3 surfaces. The surfaces which have more OHgroups adsorb more Ca ions as was indicated.
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Figure 6-12. The attached number of OH and Ca ions on rutile surfaces with respect to time
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Figure 6-13. The attached number of OH and Ca ions on anatase surfaces with respect to time

6.4 Ti-Cl string and Ca ions clustering issue

(a) Previous force field

89

(b) Current force field
Figure 6-14. Ti-Cl string issue and results from the improved force field
So far, Ca ions adsorption and diffusion behavior were discussed. When it comes to Cl
ion, a problem was found during the simulation. As is shown in Figure 6-14 (a), Ti-Cl strings
were created. After checking against DFT values, it was found the string to be incorrect (Table 61). Figure 6-15(a) shows the optimization process of H-Cl molecule using DFT. The bond
distance between H and Cl starts with 1.54 Å and optimized with 1.29 Å for both PBE and M06
functional. The optimized energies are -460.62 a.u. for PBE and -460.79 a.u. for M06 (Table 6-1).
Figure 6-15(b) shows the optimization process of benzene-like H-Cl structure using the same
DFT calculations. The bond distance between H and Cl starts with 1.54 Å and optimized with
1.58 Å for PBE and 1.57 Å for M06. The optimized energies are -1381.87 a.u. for PBE and 1382.36 a.u. for M06 (Table 6-1). By making dissociated HCl more stable than H-Cl string in the
training set, the problem was fixed. Looking at the Figure 6-14 (b), no H-Cl string is found and Cl
ions reside close to Ca ions and affect Ca ions clustering.
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(a) H-Cl in a molecule
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(b) H-Cl in benzene-like structure
Figure 6-15. Optimization of H-Cl in a molecule and benzene-like structure using DFT (PBE and
M06 functional) calculations (Courtesy of Kumar)
Table 6-1. Comparison of optimized energy between molecule and benzene like cluster (Courtesy
of Kumar)
E (a.u.)

E (a.u.)

PBE-6311gdp

M06-6311gdp

(a) Molecule

-460.62

-460.79

(b) Benzene Cluster

-1381.87

-1382.36

-1.22 kcal/mol

-4.50 kcal/mol

(a) - (b)/3
Δ (per HCl molecule)

To understand the mechanism and behavior of the Ca ions clustering, 8 cases were investigated.
When old and new force fields were applied to the system with 10 Ca and 8 Ca, respectively, the
clustering behavior of Ca ions was studied. Also, each simulation was performed under two
conditions, with TiO2 and without TiO2, respectively. Total time duration is 250 ps and the
temperature is 500K. Figure 6-16 shows the Ca ions clusters as created during the simulations for
10 Ca case with the existence of TiO2. When old force field was applied, the clusters which are
consisted of 5 Ca and 3 Ca ions were made while 3 Ca ions cluster and one dimer was generated
for the case of new force field. The new force field prefers dissociated state of H-Cl. Therefore,
there are fewer Ca ions found in clusters compared to the old force field because fewer protons
make H-Cl bonds. The more protons bond to Cl-, the more hydroxide ions form that drive Ca ions
cluster formation. This trend is observed for the other cases as well. Table 6-2 summarizes the Ca
ions numbers of Ca clusters which were created during the simulations and attached numbers of
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H2O and OH to the clusters. As is shown in Figure 6-16 and Table 6-2, when TiO2 exists, more
Ca ions clustering behavior was found compared to the pure water cases. For the same conditions,
more Ca ions aggregate for bigger number of Ca ions cases than smaller number of Ca ions cases.
When Ca ions become dimers or bigger clusters, OH groups were shared between neighboring Ca
ions. The attached OH number to the Ca ions cluster is bigger than the attached H2O number in
he presence of TiO2, while the H2O number is higher than the OH number in the absence of TiO2.
To summarize, TiO2 slab has high affinity to accept protons, generating OH groups that attach to
Ca ions, make Ca dimers or Ca ions clusters by sharing OH with Ca ions.
Cl ions could also be a temporary proton acceptor. The more Ca ions were used, the more
Cl ions were used to be neutral in the simulations. Therefore, bigger numbers of Ca ions increases
not only the possibility of making bond between Ca ions, but also raises the proton acceptor
numbers. In the current simulations, for 10 Ca ions cases, approximately 15 protons were
absorbed to Cl ions, while 85 protons were attached to TiO2 slabs.

<Old force field>
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<New force field>
Figure 6-16. Ca ions cluster (10 Ca case) with the existence of TiO2
Table 6-2.Ca ions numbers of Ca clusters which were created during the simulations and attached
numbers of H2O and OH to the clusters.

10 Ca case
with TiO2

8 Ca case
with TiO2

10 Ca case
without TiO2
8 Ca case
without TiO2

Ca ions numbers
of Ca clusters

H2O

OH

5/3

3/7

14/6

3/2

2/6

11/2

4/3

5/3

10/10

2/2

4/0

5/10

3/3

4/8

2/2

2/2

6/8

3/2

2

8

2

New force field

O

1
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6.5 Role of TiO2 and Cl anion for the formation of Ca ions clusters
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Figure 6-17. Radial distribution function between H and Cl for with and without TiO2 cases

Figure 6-17 shows radial distribution function between H and Cl comparing two cases, with and
without TiO2. When there is no TiO2, small peak was found around 1.3Ǻ, which indicates that HCl bonding is made. However, when TiO2 exists, only big peak was found around 2 Ǻ. This
means that only hydrogen bonding exists. Because TiO2 is stronger proton acceptor than the Cl
ion, H-Cl exists in dissociate state. Therefore, it can be said that the TiO2 surface facilitates the
formation of Ca ions cluster by accepting protons from the sharing H2O between Ca ions, which
subsequently make sharing OH.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6-18. Sequential snapshots of Cl ions accepting proton (Ca: gray, Cl: green)

Figure 6-18 shows the sequential snapshots of Cl ions accepting proton in the absence of a TiO2
surface. As is explicitly shown, H2O molecule accepts one proton and make H3O+, then gives a
proton to Cl anion. The numbers of H3O and HCl with respect to time are shown in Figure 6-19.
At the initial stage of time, H3O+ molecules are generated and disappear quickly by giving a
proton to Cl anions. The HCl molecules survive for some time, but eventually dissociate back to
Cl-anions. When the bond energy between H and Cl was set to zero in the force field, thus
removing the capability to make HCl molecules, Ca ions clustering behavior is not detected.
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Therefore, it can be claimed that Cl anions indirectly facilitate Ca ions cluster formation, by
temporarily accepting protons.
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Figure 6-19. Number of HCl and H3O with respect to time

6.6 Protonation to Cl and dissociation of HCl
To investigate the characteristic behavior of protonation of Cl anions, 3 simulations were
performed. 8Cl, 8 H3O and 784 H2O are used for first simulation set. Total time duration is 62
pico seconds. The temperature is 300K. Figure 6-20 shows the first and last configurations. The
simulation starts with 8 Cl and end up with 8 Cl as well. But, 2 HCl are generated during the
simulation then dissociated completely (Figure 6-21). According to R.D.F. of Figure 6-21,
dissociation state is more pronounced from 12 ps to the end of the simulation than from 0~12 ps.
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Figure 6-20. First and last configurations of the simulations starting with 8 Cl
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Figure 6-21. Number of HCl with time and R.D.F. of H-Cl and O-Cl
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For the second simulation, 8 HCl and 792 H2O were used. At the end of the simulation (125 ps), 7
HCl were dissociated and only 1 HCl was found (Figure 6-22). To see surface effect on the
dissociation of HCl, vacuum was made for the third simulation as is shown in Figure 6-23. 3 HCl
was found in the last configuration only at the surface region, which indicates that surface hinders
the dissociation of HCl. Figure 6-24 shows the numbers of HCl wih time for the three simulations
and Figure 6-25 shows the R.D.F. between H and Cl for the two HCl cases. It support the claim
that it is more difficult for HCl to dissociate in the presence of a surface.
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Figure 6-22. First and last configurations of the simulations starting with 8 HCl
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Figure 6-23. First and last configurations of the simulations starting with 8 HCl and surface
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Figure 6-24. Number of HCl with respect to time for 3 cases
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
In this study, a ReaxFF reactive force field for Ti-O-H systems is presented. For this
purpose, ReaxFF parameters were fitted against DFT and experimental data aiming to reproduce
the equations-of-state, water adsorption energies, surface formation energy, heats of formation,
reaction barriers and geometries. We obtained satisfactory results for the equations-of-state
except for high-pressure phases. In addition to this, reasonable energy differences were obtained
for the other target quantities. Structures are also reasonable when we compare bond lengths and
angles of ReaxFF with quantum mechanical values. Also, water dissociative adsorption equilibria
show a good reproduction of DFT/MD results, which suggest newly developed reactive force
field can be used to modeling TiO2-H2O systems.
The first ever large-scale etching simulations was reported. For this purpose, a ReaxFF
force field was developed for Ti/Cl interactions and titanium metal and titanium dioxide was
etched by using chlorine and hydrogen chloride gases. For titanium metal etching, we found that
density of Cl2 is important. Sufficient Cl atoms should diffuse into titanium metal cluster for
effective etching. In this sense, 300 Cl2 is much more effective than 200 Cl2 case though etching
can be initiated at the surface of the titanium metal cluster at early stage of time for both cases.
For titanium dioxide etching, we found that oxygen removing process is critical for etching. Up to
250 pico seconds, HCl is more efficient than Cl2 for oxygen removing by generating water
molecules. However, during the later stages of the simulations, much more oxygen come out of
the cluster for Cl2 case and it turned out that chlorine gas is more effective than hydrogen chloride
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gas for etching. We compared the ReaxFF etching ratios of TiO2 between HCl and Cl2 to
experimental data and found good qualitative and semi-quantitative agreement.
In addition to these, molecular dynamics simulations for H2O–NaCl, TiO2–H2O–NaCl,
TiO2–methanol, and TiO2–formic acid systems were performed. The water dissociative
adsorption percentage and radial distribution functions of O-Na and O-Cl are compared with QM
and experimental results, respectively, for the test of the recently developed force field and
satisfactory results are obtained.
Simulations of the TiO2–H2O–NaCl system were conducted for anatase and rutile
nanoparticles. The numbers of surrounding H2O molecule are similar in both cases. However, the
numbers of hydroxyl groups attached to the particles at the end of the simulations are
significantly different, indicating that this rutile nanoparticle is more likely to dissociate H2O
molecule than the anatase nanoparticle. H2O, methanol, and formic acid distorts the rutile
nanoparticle significantly more than the anatase nanoparticle. Formic acid distorts the nano
particle more than H2O and methanol and the percentage of hydroxyl groups forming on the
surface is higher for rutile than anatase when methanol and H2O are the solutions. Interestingly,
when formic acid is used as a solvent, the percentage of hydroxyl groups forming on the surface
is higher for the anatase nanoparticle than for the rutile nanoparticle - which can be explained by
the high reactivity of the formic acid and the higher surface area of the anatase nanoparticle.
Through this work, we demonstrated that ReaxFF enables study of reaction chemistry at the
organic/inorganic interface, including effects of surface facets, local strain and crystal structure.
Finally, simulations of the TiO2–H2O–Ca-Cl system were performed for anatase and
rutile surfaces. The numbers of OH and Ca ions attached to the surfaces are significantly different
depending on the surfaces. The surfaces that have more OH-groups absorb more Ca ions. Ca
ions diffusion behavior is analyzed and ions are adsorbed individually or make clusters. When
temperature is high (1000K), Ca ions are adsorbed to the TiO2 surface individually though
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clustering behavior was found in the middle of the simulation. On the other hand, when
temperature is low (500K), Ca ions clustering behavior was more pronounced and Ca ion
adsorption as a cluster state is observed. This observation is consistent with the known fact that
precipitation is likely to occur at low temperature. To investigate the TiO2–surface effect of Ca
ions clustering behavior, a comparison is made between simulations without TiO2 cases and with
TiO2. In the presence of a TiO2- surface , more Ca ions clustering was observed. This clustering is
related to the high proton affinity of the TiO2 slab, causing OH formation, which attach to Ca ions
and subsequently create Ca dimers or Ca ions clusters by sharing OH-groups between Ca ions.
Also, it was found that Cl ions facilitate formation of sharing OH between Ca ions indirectly by
temporarily accepting protons. For future work, by improving Ti/O/H/Na/Cl force field,
simulations of TiO2 nanocrystalline surfaces in aqueous solutions with Na and Cl ions will be
conducted and compared with Ca and Cl ions cases.
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